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PUBLISHER'S MESSAGE
From a small, isolated farming/university community in southeastern Iowa, a
world-wide network of well over 1000 HP Portable / Portable PLUS users has
been created-in less than a year. This feat and the fact that I have not personally
met any of our contributers dramatizes the power of modern communications
technology.
Electronic communications, a fundamental part of that technology, is the
theme of this issue. About one third of the articles for this issue were sent to
me electronically. One of the great advantages of the HP Portable is that it
enables an individual at any location to easily tap into a worldwide electronic
network of information exchange.
In this issue we examine communications software on both Portables. Included are articles that will help HPll0 users work with the built-in and
troublesome Terminal program. We take a look at public domain software that
works well on both Portables, and we examine some of the subscription electronic services.
For next issue be sure to send in your favorite Portable 1-2-3 tricks,
templates, and tools. Tell us what commercial Lotus- related products work well
on the Portable.
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HP-IL Hard Disk?
I've outgrown my original HPll0
system with two HP9114 disk drives
because I have too many applications
programs and large Lotus and text
files. This, coupled with the limited
battery capacity of my HP9114's,
makes file handling through microfloppies painful. As a solution I
recently purchased an HP9154 10
Megabyte hard disk to permit keeping
many programs and files on line at all
times.
Although the HP9154 is an excellent state-of-the-art product with
high speed head drive, it must communicat<;. with my system through a
silly HP82169 HP-IB/HP-IL converter.
(HP-IB is the required connection for
the HP9154.) Basically, this slows
transaction speed with the disk down
to speeds similar to those available on
what I get from my HP9114's.
Ridiculous!
To compound this silliness the
HP9154 has another excellent feature.
It has the ability to swap modules
defining its communications protocol. Through the grapevine I have
learned that HP (Greeley Division)
has developed an HP-IL module for
the HP9154, but has decided not to
introduce it.
Frankly, even with the HP-IB/HPIL converter, I recommend the
HP9154 to any Portable user tired of

messing with microfloppies and the
poorly designed HP9114 power supply. However, it is such a waste to have
a state-of-the-art hard disk and stateof-the-art portable computer bogged
down because they must talk through
the converter.
Am I a voice crying in the
wilderness? Does anyone have contacts at HP Greeley who would listen
if I wrote or called? Can a grass roots
campaign be started to convince HP
to introduce the HP-IL module? IfHP
will not produce the module, can an
after-market third party be convinced
to take an interest?
On the software front, does any
one know of software to backup the
hard disk onto floppies using a
Portable?
Richard C. Gearhart, PO Box 1143,
Newark, DE 19715, (215) 268-2281

Portable Paper Critiques
I did not get as much from your
May/june issue as I have from
previous editions. There seems to be
a lot on the PLUS that does not relate
to me; I don't even know what Turbo
Pascal is; MemoMaker works pretty
well for my needs.
Since I did not find the issue very
helpful, I will tell you a bit about
myself and needs. I bought my HPll0
in Zurich in 1984 with the idea that I
could throw it my suitcase when
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traveling back and forth to the States.
I wanted to keep various kinds of
notes and case reports, to work on a
kind of dictionary-encyclopedia, and
to maintain personal and business
correspondence and financial records
for investments, IRS stuff, inventories, and so on. I had never used a
computer, didn't know anyone who
had a computer, was 55, and was intimidated.
I went through many trials. For
example, when I decided to finally
try the Lotus tutorial, the thought of
transferring files out of my Edisc and
losing something terrified me. I had
bought a disk drive that didn't work,
and I thought the fault was mine.
To sum up, I am entirely self
taught. With no one to learn from or
to ask questions of, I feel isolated.
Those of you who have worked on
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ThinkJet Advances
SIDEWAYS SOLVED: SIDEWINDER
In the last issue Paul Grimmer of New Orleans described
his valiant attempts to make Funk Software's SideWays program work on his HPllO. He decided to solve the problem
himself. He has written a fast, compact, SideWays program
(in Turbo Pascal) that works on either Portable with the
ThinkJet printer. Personalized Software will market Paul's
program called SideWinder. The discounted Portable
Paper subscriber price will be $59.95.
The program allows you to print any text (ASCII) file
sideways on the ThinkJet. Therefore, you can take your
MemoMaker file or your Lotus print file (fpf) and turn it on
its side. This is most handy for spreadsheets that are, for
example, 20 columns by 15 rows. Paul's program also
allows for bold and underline within the sideways output.
The program takes up only about 19K of EDisk. It
prints about the same speed as Funk's SideWays. It can
print up to 40 lines of text on their side. The lines can be
as long as required.
Paul has also written some additional utilities for
SideWinder. One of these programs allows you to modify

computers for years probably cannot
even imagine the problems and trials
of a complete novice. Maybe most of
your subscribers are far more knowledgeable, but I need the following
kinds of advice: how to organize my
files, directories, disks; how to name
my files; how to use extensions; that
is, how to organize and name my files
so that I can find things easily and
tranfer files to disks easily, and back
up my work.
I feel as though I am reinventing
the wheel every time I find a
simplifier. For example, ending all my
correspondence with .let, and using
_ in file names has helped me. What
I am saying is that I would like to
know more about being efficient. I
seem to spend an awful lot of time on
houskeeping chores. I have not found
a good book on the subject.
I very much appreciate your
publication and the difficulties of
starting something new given the
variety of subscribers you must have.
This letter is sent with the intent of

the original SideJet characters or create new ones easily on
the screen. (This utility can be purchased for an additional
$10.) Eventually Paul will finish a related product that will
allow you to create any graphic character either sideways
or normal. Sq. for example, you will be able to create an
italic set or 'a large bold lettering character set or will be
able to create the Hebrew alphabet.
We hope to have SideWinder ready for shipping by
June 15. You can use the order form at the back of the issue
to order the product.
NEW WIDE-CARRIAGE THINKJET
On July 1st HP will release the QuietJet Plus. This new
wide-carriage inkjet printer offers two print qualities: draft
and near-letter-quality, three print speeds, three graphics
resolutions, and "user-convenient paper-handling
features." It handles tractor-feed and cut-sheet paper in
widths from 5 inches to 15 inches across. The printer supports downloadable fonts, so different type styles can be
created or purchased for printer use. Optional RAM/ROM
can be added to support other customized needs.
We obtained no information on the unit's weight, and
there is not HP-IL version of the QuietJet. Either Portable

telling you a little bit about one
subscriber, me, and not with the intent to criticize. I wish you much
success.
Connie Doolittle,
Zurich, S'witzerland
[Bd-Thank you much for your
comments. J1JU are right, my
challenge is to create a proper
balance of material that satisfies
novices and experts, and l/PllO and
PLUS users. At the same time I like
theme issues such as this one that
allow us to examine certain tOPics in
depth. Invariably you will find some
issues of more value than others.
When we begin the second /lolume of
The Portable Paper, we are thinking
seriously of having a column that
will be devoted entirely to the needs
of novices.
Most of us find that we spend
more time than we like housekeeping. It is a universal dilemma, and
we welcome readers to continue to
share their discoveries on holl' to be
more efficient. In particular, Connie

(or anyone else), since you know the
plight of novices as ll'ell as anyone,
how a'bout submitting an article on
the ten or fifteen most important
things you wish you had knou'll
when YOli first started using your
Portable?}
Congratulations on another fine
issue of The Portable Paper. Your
May/June issue is bigger and better
than ever.
Gary Goodrnan, Fredricksburg, VLl
I think your Portable Paper is
one of the best user/application
publications I've encountered and I
value it highly. I would like to see
monthly issues.
john Chavez, Colorado Springs, CO
I compliment you on the job you
are doing on The Portable Paper. I
regard it as the most informative
periodical to which I subscribe. I
wish you much success.
i-ay L. Coder, Erlanger, KY
.Il'I.Y / Al'Gt'ST 1986
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can be connected to the serial version of the printer via the
Portable's 9-pin serial port. The press release we received
said that single-color printhead ink cartridges will be
available in black, blue, red, and green. Perhaps those cartridges will be compatible with the ThinkJet.
THINKJET MAILING LABELS
Cliff Looyenga, our Wizard, sent me some computer mailing labels that work well in the ThinkJet using bold print.
These 4" x 15/16", 2000 Avery 4143 labels, two labels per
row cost $12.45. These labels can be purchased through
your local office or computer supply store.

Shirt-Pocket 1200 BAUD Modem
We are waiting for TouchBase Design to send us a
TravelComm 1200 for review. This 6.5 ounce, shirt-pocketsized, serial, 30011200 BAUD, originate-only modem runs
on a single 9 volt battery. Contact: Ibuchbase Design, 1447
S. Crest Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90035, (213) 277-1208.

IBM PC Portable Uses 3.5 Inch Disks, But ...
The fact that the new IBM PC laptop uses 3.5 inch, doublesided disks will probably bring down the price of disks.
Unfortunately, the Portable and,HP9114 will not be able to
read IBM disks. Apparently,' the location and structure of
the internal directory of HP formatted disks is different
from IBM formatted disks. I imagine this topic will be
discussed in future issues. My guess is that a utility could
be written, or the HP9114 ROM modified, to read IBM 3.5
inch disks.
Ed Keefe in his Looking Glass column gives his imHP PORTABLE RELATED PRODUCT
-

ACCULINK asynchronous communications software gives your Portable the power it needs to
transfer files; emulate a VT102, VT100, VT52,
Televideo 950, ADM 3A or IBM 3101-C terminal;
drive'several models of autodial modems (including the built-in 110 modem) and manipulate
25-line screens through the 16-line dislliay.
Acculink is flexible to use: From menu driven for
the novice to macro programmable for the expert. Acculink offers toggled screen capture and
printer echo capabilities otherwise unavailable
on the 110 and 150.

112 Main Street
Newmarket, NH 03857
603-659-5891
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No More CompuServe Interex
CompuServe chose not to renew Interex's two year contract. Interex will no longer have a CompuServe Forum.
Actually, this makes life easier for HP Portable users, since
all Portable discussions, files, and support will be centralized in the HP forum (go hp).

Portable Utilities Disk
We are still collecting, downloading, testing, and editing
the documentation of the best public domain software and
shareware that runs on The Portables. Thomas Page's ADrive article on utilities in this issue will give you a flavor
of what will be contained on the disks. In the next issue
we will print an annotated listing of the programs and offer them at a nominal fee ($10 to $20 range for double sided disk). If you have developed or have found useful
utilities or Lotus Templates that you would like to share
with other readers, be sure to send them to us right away.

Word Processing Continued
WHAT ABOUT SPELLBINDER?
Dave Mark, who heads the L.A. SCRUG users group, and
Ron Herman of Blue Chip Computers, also of the Los
Angeles area, both admonished me for not including Lexisoft's Spellbinder in the special Word Processing issue,
Both swear by the product for use on The Portable and
Portable PLUS. We will see whether one of them will
review Spellbinder for a future issue. For more information
contact: Lexisoft, Inc, Po. Box 1950, Davis, CA 95617,
916758-3630.

-

ACCULINK Micro/16
Classy Communications For Your
110 Portable

Call or write: IE SYSTEMS, INC

pression of IBM's entry into the laptop marketplace.

A VIDEO MONITOR, THE HPllO, AND MS WORD
Jean Welker of NASA in Greenbelt, MD writes: "Before someone warms their toes with their software copy of MS
Word as suggested in the last issue, they should consider
a video monitor solution for MS Word print mode.
"First, the video interface HP 92198 ($295) and a
video monitor ($100 +) changes the entire character of the
HPllO and its screen problem. When I think of using the
HPllO, I visualize the 80-column, 24-line crisp, clear Video
Display Output (VDO), as frequently as I visualize the Portable's own 16-line black on grey display. The VDO can be
used only for output. That is, anything that can be sent to
a printer can be sent to the VDo. You can print any part of
a Lotus or MemoMaker file to the VDO and freeze it on the
screen (creating a 24-line window) while you continue
your work on the HPllO.
"MemoMaker, with margins set to a maximum of /9
characters, can be scrolled on the VDO and edited on the
HPllO's 16 line display. The 79-column MemoMaker files,
when converted to MS Word, drops the 79th character
unless MS Word margins are set to zero, and printer paper
is set to 15" wide. These MS Word settings allow the VDO
to scroll at the rate of about 1.4 lines per second, about the
same rate as MemoMaker files.
"As a print scroll progresses, the 24-line display is
always visible and can be frozen at any point and then continued. With MS Word, the VDO cannot be stopped and
editing functions accessed. But if editing is done in
MemoMaker, and the powerful MS Word functions are
used to produce a finished product, why burn the software
if you own it already?"
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PLUS MS WORD FROM DOS
Stephen Paul of Detroit asks: "In your special DOS issue
you show how to execute Lotus, MemoMaker, and Time
Manager from DOS, When I type word from DOS, I get an
error message, What is the correct command?"
The correct command is word In. I discovered that by
issuing the following sequence of DOS commands on my
PLUS.
b:

dir
cdmsword
type pam.mnu

Bargain Price HPll0'S
HP sales reps are making the original HPllO Portable
available to large corporate clients for $1195 a machine. HP
retail dealers can also sell HPllO's at bargain prices-you'll
have to check on with them on pricing.

Portable Paper Back Issues
The great majority of The Portable Paper subscribers have
begun their year's subscription with issue 1. If your
subscription started with a later issue, and you would like
back issues, tell us. We will reprint back issues as the demand requires. If you request past issues, we will change
our records so that you are ready for renewal at the end of
the last 1986 issue. Single issues may be purchased for
$9,20 each.
Many of you have requested an index to the year's
issues. We will make available such an index at no charge
to all 1987 subscribers to The Portable Paper.

Fixing/Avoiding Corrupted Edisc
Most users of The Portable and Portable PLUS have experienced that wonderful message:
WARNING: Memory Lost! Press [£1] to reformat
drive A:
Panic sets in as we think of all that work that might be
lost.
ON BOTH THE PLUS AND HP1l0
First of all, the most important solution is prevention.
ALWAYS have a backup of your work, After every session
use PAM's FILE MANAGER or DOS copy to copy all your
files to your external disk.
Secondly, don't give up right away and press £1 if you
have important work worth saving. Even if you cannot do
a DIR from DOS or a directory listing from FILE
MAN AG ER, you still might be able to save some of the files.
If you remember their names, try copying files to an external disk.
If your software, such as Memomaker or Lotus, allows
you to read your directory, you might find more file names,
You can also try the DOS command copy *.* nul described at the end of the PLUS section below.
Finally, if you have the Norton Utilities, you can use
the utility NU, as described inTbe Portable Paper issue 2,
to try to save some of your files. Ideally, if you have an IBM
PC or compatible and an BPLINK card, run NU from the
Pc. Otherwise, try running it with NU on your external
drive. The Norton Utilities can be purchased through ussee the order blank at the back of this issue.
After exhausting all possibilities, you must reformat

drive A to restore integrity to the Edisc.
What follows are more tips, depending on whether
you have an HPllO or a PLUS,
THE HPllO
Users of the HPllO can prevent some of the occurrences
of the WARNING message by doing the following.
Wbenever you reformat A (the Edisc), always go into
PAMs System Config immediately even if you don't
change any settings. Exiting System Config defeats a
system bug that causes the corrupted Edisc
In way of explanation it is possible to get the HPll0
into a state where system memory and the electronic disk
overlap causing the error message and the corrupted files.
The higher the system memory is set the more likely the
error, If the Memory / Edisc is set for 96 / 176, the problem will never occur.
THE PORTABLE PLUS
In many cases the Edisc error is minor and your Edisc
can be recovered. Using the following procedure, you can
attempt to recover your Edisc files if the error is minor.
To recover Edisc Files:
1. In PAM, type: debug and press Return.
2. You will see a hyphen-this is the debug prompt3. At the prompt type the following lines:

L 0 0 0 1
WO 0 0 1

L 0 0 1 1
WOOl 1
When typing these lines, you will get a message indicating that there is an error reading drive A-this is OK.
Just ignore the message. (The last 4 characters in each of
the above lines are zeros and ones.)
4. Reboot the computer (press [CTRL] [Shift] [Break]).
If you reboot the computer and the PAM screen is
displayed without an error message, then you successfully recovered Edisc. Your system memory size has been set
to the minimum by this proc,;edure, so reset the memory in
the System Configuration screen.
To ensure that your files are intact, type the following:
copy *.* NUL This copies all your files to the trashcan.
It is a good test of file integrity, for a file that can be copied
is intact. Therefore, if no errors occur, your files are intact.
If any errors do occur, then one or more of your files are
probably not intact.
If you receive the MEMORY LOST message when you
reboot the computer after having followed the procedure,
Edisc is not repairable. The file system is corrupted and
your files might be lost-

HP9114 Power Supply Continued
A STERN WARNING FROM HP
We received the following registered letter dated April 29,
1986, from Paul Bellas, Product Safety Administer, Hewlett
Packard, Greeley, Colorado.
"We have serious concerns about your recent article
Avoiding the HP9114 Disk Drive Blues. Changes to the
charger/power supply not authorized by HP will void
Underwriters Laboratories as well as other safety agency
approvals,
"The charger/power supply has built in safeguards to
prevent damage from either overcurrent or overcharging
JlJLY I AUGUST 1986
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the battery. Neither of two circuits described in Professional Computing magazine will safely limit the charge
current into the battery. Please alert your readers of this
potential danger and advise them against power supply
modifications.
"We limit warranty coverage to unmodified Hewlett
Packard products.
"Our new HP9114B disk drive results in longer battery
life as well as faster access time. It is our hope that the
enhancements made in the HP9114B will eliminate any
desire to modify the HP9114.
cc: Hal Mickelson, Corporate Counsel"
Dear reader, consider yourself alerted.
For many who already own the HP9114A, $795 is a bit
much to pay for an upgrade to the HP9114B. Further, the
90-day warranty on the HP9114 battery pack for most has
long since expired. (1 year warranty after November,
1985).
The solution outlined in the last issue and described
in the Professional Computing article bypasses the battery
and plugs directly into the HP9114. The article that follows
describes the completed solution where the modified
power supply plugs directly into the battery pack, but does
not charge the battery.
For the past year and a half, five persons here in Fairfield have each used a modified power supply similar
(although not identical) to the one described in The Portable Paper. In addition, this past month I have used a
sixth pack identical to the one described in The Portable
Paper. I have formatted and put software on almost 2000
disks with my two units. The Fairfield five have experienced no damage to either the HP9114 or the HP9114 battery
packs. The only negative result we have heard about from
our readers who have tried our solution is a blown fuse
within the power supply.
BUILDING YOUR OWN POWER SUPPLY PART II
By Norman Brown
Last issue we discussed how to build a power supply that
plugs into an electrical outlet and connects directly to the
HP9114 minus the battery pack. In this issue we examine
the possibility of making modifications to the battery
back, so the battery never has to be removed. The battery
still has to be charged in the normal manner with the HPsupplied,.. charger. Keep in mind that when building any
electronic or electrical device, you shouldn't take on the
project unless you feel you have the technical competence
to complete it successfully.
0' ~
Please, keep in mind that these discussions on
building an HP9114 power supply and modifying the battery pack is a matter of my own experience. Neither I nor
the publishers of The Portable Paper can assume any
responsibility for potential damage from building or using
the product built in accordance with these instructions.
Before beginning the discussion I would like to note
the following two refinements to last issue's discussion on
the power supply. First of all, if you don't have enough
power to operate at 6 volts, then increase it to 6.5 volts by
adjusting the the potentiometer. Secondly, to avoid blowing fuses when you unplug the unit, always unplug the
power supply from the HP9114 end first. Better yet, install
a switch and this will eliminate blowing fuses during shut
down. Alternatively, increase the fuse to 3 or 5 amps.
To modify the HP9114's power pack, you will need

the following tools: a 3/8 inch drill with an 118 inch bit and
a 118 inch bit, an exacto knife, a hex head wrench for
removing the battery cover, a soldering iron and solder,
slotted screwdriver, and a small pair of pliers.
To be on the safe side we suggest that you buy an extra battery pack from HP or from your local HP dealer for
this modification. You will need 2, 2-amp zener diodes, a
few feet of 20 gauge wire, 1 S302CCT and 1 P302AB
Cinch-Jones connectors; the connectors can be purchased
from: Newark Electronics, 4403 First Ave., SE, Cedar
Rapids, IA 52402 (319)393-3800.
You will also need 2 -4 screws by 112 inch, 2 nuts, and
washers for each of the -4 screws.
Remove the cover to the battery pack and lift the battery out of the case. Either support the battery so that it is
clear of the pack, or flip the battery over out of the pack.
Use the S302CCT connector to draw a template on the left
side of the battery pack, that is, the end with the battery
charger plug terminal. Find the center of your hole by
drawing 2 lines from side to side, dividing your circle into quarters.
Using your drill and the 118 inch bit, drill a hole where
your two lines cross. Then drill this hole out with your 112
inch bit. Using your exacto knife, enlarge your hole to accommodate the P302AB connector. Place the connector
in the hole so that the two metal flanges can be located in
the vertical direction and can be easily marked for drilling.
After drilling these two holes with an 118 inch drill bit,
mount the P302AB connector with the -4 screws, nuts,
and washers. Make sure the flanges on the connector are A
on the inside of the battery pack.
..
The large spade is the negative post on the Cinch~
Jones Connector. Solder a piece of 20 gauge wire to the
negative post of the connector that you just installed and
solder the other end to the negative terminal on the female
connector at the back of the battery pack. It should be the
top one. Solder the tail end of the zener diode to the
positive terminal of the connector that was just installed.
Make sure that the positive end of the diode is pointing
away from the positive terminal. Solder a piece of 20 gauge
wire to the positive end of the zener diode; it would be
best to cover the diode with a piece of shrink tubing.
When you are ready to attach this to the positive terminal
of the female plug in the rear of the battery pack, you will
first need to remove all the wires to this terminal. Solder
the tail of the second zener diode to the white wire with
the red strip. Install a piece of shrink tubing over this diode
and solder the positive end back on the positive terminal
with the wire from the positive terminal of the new connector. Put the battery back into the battery pack, routing
the new wires in the most convenient path possible. Install
the cover and you are in business.
It will be good to always install the dummy female
connector when you don't have the power supply hooked up. This will protect the spades from damage.
If you would rather not invest the time, I will build
one of these units for you. You can order a unit without
the battery pack for $129, with the battery pack for $199,
and if Personalized Software has good-condition used.
HP9114's in stock, the entire unit including disk drive for
$595. You can use the coupon in the back ofthis issue or
contact: Personalized Software, P.o. Box 869, Fairfield,
fA 52556, (515) 472-6330.

e
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Cleaning Up Your Files
By Hal Goldstein
This discussion uses two of 1-2-3's most useful commands:
sort (Data Sort) and numbering (Data Fill). Whether or not
you regularly download files as discussed in this example,
you can find many practical uses of variations of this procedure.
When you download a text file from CompuServe or
other electronic bulletin boards, you are likely to find a file
full of extraneous lines that are blank or that ask you to
press Return, etc. Here is technique I often use for cleaning up these files. The procedure takes advantage of 1-2-3's
sort and numbering commands.
First of all, name (or rename) the to-be-cleansed file
in such a away that it has the extension .prn. Enter Lotus
and do a IFile Import Text. The name of the file without
its extension should show up on the screen. Point to that
file by putting the cursor on the file name and then bring
it into Lotus with a Return.
Secondly, with the cursor still in AI, enter the command: IWorksheet Insert Column and Return to insert a
new temporary column in A.
Now use the IData Fill command to number the lines
of the original file consecutively from column A. After issuing the IData Fill command (while you are still at AI),
you will be prompted for a range. Press a . to anchor you
at AI. Do a series of next pages (Extend char Next) until
column B has reached its end. Press Return. Press Return
again three times. You have now numbered your text.
Now sort the lines of the file alphabetically. To do this,
make sure the cursor is still on AI. Press IData Sort DataRange. Again, a. anchors the range. Then press Select and
Extend char left arrow to go to the end of the file. Return
enters the range. Choose the Primary option and move the
cursor to column B and press Return twice. Select Go and
the file will be sorted alphabetically forward or backward.
You are ready to delete all of the blank lines, the
repeating messages, and the irrelevant lines. Start at Al and
move through the file with down arrow. You will see lines
with same messages grouped together. To delete these
rows, do a IWorksheet Delete Row. Then define the range
of rows to delete and press Return.
When the irrelevant rows and blank lines are all
deleted, you are ready to resort the file into the proper
order. Press IData Sort Data-Range. Press the Back space
. . key to eliminate the previously defined range. Now define
•
a new (two column) range consisting of all rows with text.
This time for Primary move the cursor to column A in a
cell in the just-defined data range and press Return. Make
sure the order is ascending by typing a and Return. Now
Go and the text will be in proper order.

ROM

Finally, you must save your newly cleansed file. Type
IPrintFile. You will see the name of the original file on the
screen. I strongly suggest you type in another file name
so that you still have the original file in case you made
a mistake. After entering a name with eight characters or
less, choose Range. Your range should be from the top
non-blank line in column B through the end of column B.
In defining th<e range, anchor the range at the beginning
with a .. To move to the end, simply press the Select key
and then down arrow. After defining the range, press Go
to write your text to the file.
You can now bring the file into MemoMaker or into
another word processor for further editing. The file name
consists of the name you chose plus .prn.

Terminal
B
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CompuServe Hints
By Hal Goldstein
AUTOLOGON
Here is the long-promised CompuServe autologon string
supplied by Cliff Looyenga, The Wizard, using the HPllO
Terminal program.
W2" AC" {ID: }"75106,2130"E {ord: }"MY PASSWORD"E
In this example, type CTRL c together instead of AC listed
above. The initial W2 is a' two second wait before the
CTRL c is sent, otherwise, it can get lost.
UPLOADING YOUR ELECTRONIC MAIL
If you plan to upload or download a file to the CompuServe electronic mail system (called EasyPlex) or to any
other computer system, save yourself time, expense, and
aggravation. Enter the Terminal program with a DOS command from the PAM screen or DOS rather than directly
from the PAM box. The example below illustrates this
point.
This step-by-step procedure enables you to write a
message in MemoMaker and upload it to the CompuServe
electronic mail system. This example brings together ideas
from this issue and The Portable Paper issue 1. Be sure to
study Gary Goodman's article that follows for more information about using the Terminal program and uploading
and downloading files to CompuServe.
1. Enter the Terminal program from PAM and press
Return
2. Press f5 Terminal Config
3. Add remarks after Comment and enter the appropriate CompuServe Logon string and phone number.
4. Store the file f2 into, say, cs.ter.
5. Exit Config f8 and enter Upload Config f3.
6. In From Local File: enter the (MemoMaker) file
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name you wish to upload.
7. Make the File Type:, 8-bit Text.
8. Type xmodem for Remote Invocation:. Protocols
should be On.
9. f2 Store File as, say, cs.upl.
10. Exit the program and go into MemoMaker.
H. Create the following one line file
terminal It cs.ter lu cs.upl
and save it as ter.bat and exit MemoMaker.
12. Connect the phone cord into your internal
modem. From PAM or DOS type ter to execute the ter.bat
file. (Instead, you could have entered the contents of
ter.bat directly in DOS or PAM.)
13. Soon you will be logged onto CompuServe. (After
you are logged on, pressing CTRL c will terminate CompuServe's listing of menu options).
14. Press your User System key so the function key
labels show.
IS. Type go email to enter EasyPlex.
16. Choose 3, upload, from the CompuServe menu,
press Return and To Bost.
17. Be patient, especially for the first block. If all went
well, you should have uploaded your file, which is now
ready to send to another CompuServe user.
18. When done uploading, press Return and then at
the CompuServe menu type and Return to send the file.
You can type in your own CompuServe ID and send it to
yourself as a test. Log off with bye and log back on in a few
minutes with that same ter command, and mail should be
waiting for you. You can append the line in ter.bat to include /d cs.dwn, where cs.dwn is the (From Bost)
download configuration file.

The HPllO Terminal Program Specified
By Gary Goodman

GENERAL POINTS
The following notes and comments amplify and extend
the descriptions given in the Terminal Emulator User's
Manual for the menu items and function keys used in the
HPHO's Terminal Emulator program. These notes are the
result of extensive, but by no means exhaustive, experimentation and are not derived from a knowledge of
the program's design. In many cases the conclusions are at

.
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variance with the descriptions published by Hewlett
Packard.
Numbers in curly brackets, e.g. {I-I2}, are page
numbers in the Terminal Emulator User's Manual that refer
to the same topic.
1. The automatic logon feature works only when first
entering the Terminal Emulator program. The automatic
logon string is not sent when the [Connect] (fl) or [Dial]
(f2) keys are pressed. {1-12}
2. [Terminal Main] (f8) closes the port to the modem
but does not drop the carrier or hang up the phone.
However, there is no way to reconnect using the internal
modem. {1-18}
3. [Exit Terminal] (f8) drops the carrier on the internal modem and exits from the program but does not hang
up the phone. If the computer beeps when you disconnect
or connect the phone plug, then the phone port is still
open. You must either reenter the program and press
[Hangup] or execute TERMINAL IH. {1-18}
4. Detecting Loss of Carrier causes the modem to drop
its carrier and to hang up the phone. Most host computers
drop their carrier when you log off.
5. [Hangup] (f6) hangs up the phone when using the
internal modem. When used with an external modem, it
closes the serial port but does not hang up the phone even
though the message "Phone is On Hook" is displayed.
[Hangup] serves no useful purpose when the serial port is
selected in PAM's Datacom Config. {I-18} To hang up the
phone using an external modem, you must either
a. log out of a service, causing loss of carrier,
b. command the modem to hang up by first giving its
escape sequence and then giving it the command to hang
up,
c. turn the modem off.
6. [Connect] (fl) opens the serial port. When using an
external modem, you use this key to connect to the
modem or reconnect to it after temporarily exiting from
the terminal program. With the internal modem there is
nothing to reconnect to since upon exiting Terminal the
carrier on the HPlIO is dropped, and that generally causes
a remote computer to turn off its carrier. {1-1O,1-18,1-19}
7. [Dial] (f2) dials the phone number in the Phone
Number field of the menu when the internal modem is
selected. It cannot be used with an external modem .
{I-8,1-1O}
8. Once connected, you must press the [System] key
to display the function keys.
9. When capturing data from a host which echos the
terminal input, the Remote Invocation command line (a
blank line at minimum) is also captured into the file. Thus
critical data, such as program source code, which is
downloaded via capturing, may have to be edited before
using. {1-22}
10. A remote computer (host) can be programmed to
send escape sequences to the HPHO to define and display
a user-defined set of function keys. Their labels will appear
to overwrite the labels for the terminal program's function
keys. Alternately pressing the [System] and [User] keys will
allow you to toggle between both sets of function keys.
However, there is a known bug. If you press the [System]
key when the System keys (Terminal's keys) are displayed,
then you will not be able to redisplay the user's key
labels-but the user's key functions will still be there even
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though the labels are wrong.
11. You cannot use the TERMINAL /A command from
the command line of PAM. This command may only be used from MS-DOS or within a batch file. {I-I8}
TERMINAL CONFIGURATION MENU

Logon String
This field specifies the characters that are to be sent
out of the modem or serial port when the terminal program is first invoked. When an external modem is used,
this string may also contain the modem commands to dial
the phone. The logon string is not sent when the [Connect] (fl) or [Dial] (f2) keys are pressed. {I-I2,I-20}

Phone Number
This field specifies the phone number to be used for
dialing by the internal modem. It is ignored when an external modem is used. {1-20}

EOL Sequence
This field specifies the characters that are sent to a
remote computer when the CR, AM, character is entered
at the keyboard or encountered in a file being uploaded using the HP Prompt protocol. The EOL sequence is
transmitted in place of the CR. This field does not affect
how data is transmitted while uploading with Protocols
On or Off or how incoming data is interpreted. (In this article the A character stands for control, so AM stands for
control M, ASCII 13). {A-2}

Parity Check
Parity Check works only when used in conjunction
with the HP-IL to RS-232 converter. It does not work with
the internal modem or a directly connected external
modem. {A-I,A-3}

Xmit Pacing
This selection does not work as described in the
manual. Xmit pacing is always enabled. This means that
the HPllO's Stop key is always active and will alternately
send the XOFF AS and XON AQ characters, even if Xmit
Pacing is set to None. (However, a problem has been noted
when the HPIIO is connected to some host computers and
has Xmit pacing set to XON/XOFF. If XOFF is sent or
echoed by the host, then the HPllO will stop transmitting
and cannot be restarted until an XON is received from the
host.) {1-6,A-2}

Recv Pacing
Recv Pacing has a number of serious bugs in it when
XON/XOFF is selected. (The symptoms of the bugs take
various forms, but they all appear to be related to the
HPllO receiving an XOFF and then not being able to restart
or to restart correctly. Uploading may fail.) {A-2}

Echo
This field causes the keyboard actions to be echoed to
the HPllO's screen. It does not control the echoing of
characters to the remote terminal. The Terminal program
will echo characters to a calling terminal only when it is
invoked as a host computer (by using the TERMINAL /A
command in an AUTOANSR.BAT file as described in the
Terminal Emulator User's Manual). {A-3}
DOWNLOAD AND UPLOAD CONFIGURATION MENUS
Activating the [From Host] and [To Host] functions causes
a command line to be sent to the remote computer. The
command line is composed of the entries in the Download

and Upload Configuration menus as shown below.
[Remote Invocation] [Command Options] [To/From Remote
File]<EOL> Note that a space is inserted between each
bracketed field.
Download Configuration Menu options

Protocols Orf
The selection of 7-bit Text, 8-bit, Text, or Binary is immaterial. The number of bits received depends solely on
the selection of Data Bits in the Terminal Configuration
menu. Binary Data cannot be downloaded with this
option.

Protocols On
The selection of 7-bit Text causes the 8th bit to be
stripped off.)Vith this selection, file transfers are limited
to 16256 bytes; this is a known software error. There is no
difference between the selection of 8-bit Text or Binary:
•
8 bits are received.
Upload Configuration Menu options

Protocols Off
As was the case with Download, the selection of 7-bit
Text, 8-bit, Text, or Binary is immaterial. The number of
bits transmitted depends solely on the selection of Data
Bits in the Terminal Configuration menu. Binary Data cannot be uploaded. The upload will fail if:
a. The receiving computer echoes the transmission,
and
b. Recv Pacing in the Terminal Configuration menu is
set to XON/XOFF, and
c. The receiving computer sends an XOFF AS. When
the HP110 receives the XOFF it stops transmitting, but it
does not resume transmitting when it receives an XON
AQ. Instead the HPllO displays the message: Error

writing to device AUX
Abort, Ignore, Retry:_
At other times the error is not apparent. The transmission appears to proceed normally, but the uploaded file is
incomplete.

Protocols On
The selection of 7-bit Text does not work; this appears
to be a software error. (Checksum and Block Count are inaccurate.) The selection of 8-bit Text causes the last block
to be filled with IAH AZ.
The selection of Binary causes the last block to be filled with OOH A@.
HP Prompt (designed for uploading ASCII data to an
HP 3(00)
The selection of 7-bit Text, 8-bit, Text, or Binary is immaterial. The number of bits transmitted depends solely
on the selection of Data Bits in the Terminal Configuration
menu. Binary data cannot be uploaded. The HP Prompt
protocol works as follows: A CR (ODH) in the file causes
the EOL Sequence selected in the Terminal Configuration
menu to be transmitted. After encountering a CR in the file
and sending the EOL Sequence, transmission is halted until
an XON AQ is received.
Synopsis of Protocol VS. File Type Settings in the
Download/Upload Config Menus
The choice of File Type is immaterial except when llSing Protocols On. When downioading with Protocols On,
8-bit Text and Binary are equivalent. ~'hen uploading with
Protocols On, choose 8-bit Text or Binary according to the
.WLY I Al'Gl'ST 1986
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type of file you are transferring. 7-bit Text does not work
properly with Protocols On.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Hewlett Packard has produced some Application
Notes providing additional help using the Terminal
Emulator program.
No. 604 Autologon
No. 605 Autoanswer
No. 607 Communications and the Portable
No. 609 Answers to the Most Frequently Asked Questions about the PORTABLE
These notes may be obtained by requesting them from
the Sysop at the HP Forum or by calling HP Helpline (800)
858-8867 and requesting specific Application Notes by
number. (Note, HP Helpline will not apply their
customary charge if you just request their application
notes by number.)
The HP Forum on CompuServe (go hp) has a number
of files in the data libraries containing information on the
Terminal Emulator program. A partial listing of these files
is shown below.
DLl FAQ004.DOC Frequently Asked Questions on the
HPllO Terminal Program
DLO HPllO.BUG An Unofficial List of Known Bugs in the
PORTABLE
DL6 DNLllO.HLP Downloading from CompuServe Using
the HPllO

Downloading and Uploading Files in CompuServe and the HPllO
By Gary Goodman
OVERVIEW
Accessing CompuServe's databases, forums, games, etc. is
done through a combination of simple commands and
menu selections. A CompuServe menu item is chosen by
typing the corresponding number followed by a carriage
return. In general, there are three places within CompuServe where you might wish to upload or download
files. You may want to send correspondence in the private
EasyPlex electronic mail system by typing go email. You
might wish to send a more public message in one of the
forums such as the HP (gohp). Finally, you might choose
to send or retrieve a document or program from one of the
data libraries in one of the forums.
To download a file to your Portable, the command
line should contain the command or menu selection that
starts the flow of information to the terminal. The command line is sent when you press [From Host). (As discussed in the previous article the command line is composed
of the entries in the Download or Upload Configuration
menus as shown below. [Remote Invocation] [Command
Options] [To/From Remote File] < EOL > Note that a space
is inserted between each bracketed field.)
To upload a file to CompuServe, the command line,
which is sent when you press [To Host), must contain the
command to set CompuServe to receive data. You must
also specify To/From Remote File, Protocols, and
sometimes File Type.
Usually the command is entered in the Remote Invocation field, unless it is too long. In some of CompuServe's menus, particularly the download and upload

menus, entering a number followed by one or more blanks
and a carriage return causes an invalid response. In other
menus, leading blanks cause an invalid response. You may
need to experiment with the different menus to determine
if this is the case. If trailing blanks are not accepted, the
command to start or select the download/upload process
should be entered in the To/From Local File field of the
Download/Upload Configuration menus. If leading blanks
are not accepted, the command should start in the Remote
Invocation field. When done right, the process is simple,
but learning the right commands takes time.
The examples shown below should help you get
started.
DOWNLOADING INFORMATION FROM COMPUSERVE
The easiestt';ay to download text data from CompuServe
is to capture the flow of text coming to your screen by saving it in a file (or sending it directly to a printerr. The text
may be a specific data file such as mail or other document,
or it may be a log of a portion of your terminal session.
Any errors that may occur during the transfer are not
detected. If the intregrity of the data can be determined by
inspection, the capture technique has a number of advantages over using Modem7 for downloading text:
a. It does not require Modem7 software to be available
at the other end.
b. You can interact with the host computer while capturing data.
c. Text can be read as it comes in. If it is not pertinent,
the transfer can be aborted.
d. It is easy, as synchronization is not necessary.
e. The transmission is faster, reducing connect costs.
Before you start capturing text, you should set your
CompuServe Profile and EasyPlex options to "Paged Mode
off." This lets text come continuously, without pausing
and prompting you every few lines. You can control the
flow of text to the HPllO more conveniently by toggling
the Stop key. Enter the COll}puServe commands to bring up
the menu that gives you the choice to Read or Download.
Generally Read will be simpler and is more appropriate for
data capture.
At the HPllO Terminal Download Configuration
menu, set Protocols to orr and enter an MS-DOS
< filename> in the To Local File field. The command line
will vary depending on what you are capturing. Below are
some examples for EasyPlex, forum message boards, and
forum data libraries.

Remote Invocation:
READ <msg->
RECEIVE ALL (in EasyPlex)
SSA;RTN (Set Subtopic All; Read Thread New in
forum message board)
BRO or BRO IKEY:BPllO or BRO IAGE: <days >
READ < data library fllename> (in forum data
library)
Exit the Download Configuration menu. Then press
[From Host) to start downloading. You must manually terminate the downloading by pressing [Exit) when you have
captured all the information you want. After you see File
Transfer Complete, press Return to display the next menu.
The Modem7 (same as Xmodem) protocol must be
used to download binary files such as executable programs
JULY / AUGUST 1986
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and Lotus worksheets to the HPllO. Modem7 is called an
"error-free" protocol because most transmission errors will
be detected and corrected by retransmission. On CompuServe, the use of this protocol takes some practice to
learn how to get the sending and receiving programs to
start on the same command. The command line in the
Download Configuration settings shown below works
only in data forum libraries such as go hp-the HP forum.

From Remote File: IPROTO:XMODEM ITYPE:ASCII
or Itype:BINARY (according to the type of file being
downloaded)

To Local File: < mename >
File Type: Binary or 8-bit Text
Remote Invocation: DOW
Command Options: <data library mename>
Protocols: On
UPLOADING
Short messages can easily be composed online, but
uploading is more satisfactory and cheaper for sending
longer messages. Messages can be composed in
MemoMaker and then uploaded to EasyPlex using the
following settings.

From Local File: < mename containing your
message>
File Type: 8-bit Text
Remote Invocation: XMODEM
Protocols: On
At the EasyPlex main menu, enter UPL and press
Return. Then at the Protocol menu, press To Host. After
you see "File Transfer Complete," press Return to bring up
the next CompuServe response.
Forum messages are generally very short or sent as a
reply to a message you have just read, in which case
uploading would not be used. I have not had good success
at uploading to the message boards-particularly if the
message is fairly long. This is due to not being able to use
Recv Pacing on the HPllO. The Xmodem protocol is not
available at the message boards. The following technique,
suggested by Bill Crow, one of the HP forum Sysops, seems
to work for short messages-no guarantee.
Set your forum options to use the non-line-numbered
editor. When you write your message (in MemoMaker), end
it with a lEX at the beginning of the last line. Set Protocols:
Off and fill in the From Local File: field. Leave all other
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fields blank.
From the top forum function menu, choose L to leave
a message. You will be prompted first with To: and then
with Subject:. After you fill in the subject of the message,
DO NOT PRESS RETURN. Instead press To Host. After you
see "File Transfer Complete," you should see the CompuServe message disposition menu. If not, your entire
message did not get through. You can continue to edit it
manually then type lEX and Return to leave the editor. Yi:m
are on your own on this one.
Uploading to a forum data library can be easily done
using the Modem7 protocol. The command line in the
Upload Configuration settings shown below works only in
forum data libraries.

From Local File: < mename >
To Remote File: IPROTO:XMODEM ITYPE:ASCII or
ITYPE:BINARY according to the type of file being
uploaded

File Type: 8-bit Text or Binary according to the type of
file being uploaded

Remote Invocation: UPL Command Options: <data
library mename >
Protocols: On
Hopefully this article will help you to quickly learn the
ins and outs of transferring files in CompuServe-a topic
which took me many hours of experimentation to learn.

Automatic File Transfer
fEd-About a dozen readers sent an update on the comments of our Wizard, Cliff Looyenga, in issue 1. Cliff
thought that operator intervention is required on both
ends of a file transfer when using HPllO Terminal and
CrossTalk. Apparently not.
lioo of our most knowledgeable Terminal users, ID.
Fleming of Atlanta and Thomas Page of Houston, wrote
in with detailed explanations of their methods. I have
edited their comments so that they complement each other.
CrossTalk by MicroStuff can be purchased from any IBM
computer dealer. Portable Plus users should also find these
comments instructive.]
FLEMING RESPONDS TO THE WIZARD
By ID. Fleming
On page 24 of the first issue of The Portable Paper, there
is an indication that file transfers cannot be carried out between the 110 and an unattended remote computer.
Crosstalk XVI does this quite well, both with text files and
with binaries using Xmodem.
The remote is set up with the following CrossTalk configuration. (Asterisks indicate user selections-note that the
password must match in the configurations.)

NAme
bbs
CApture
NUmber
""
PArity
ACcept
Creates
DAta
ANswer
On
DUplex
MOde
Answer
PMode
POrt
I
SPeed
PWord
****
STop
(Other settings are at default values)

Off
None
8
Half
2
300
I

The corresponding Terminal configuration is:

Logon String:
Phone Number:
Device:
10
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HandShake
Parity:
Baud Rate:
Xmit Pacing:
Recv Pacing:

None
None
300
KON/KOFF
KON/KOFF

D~aBit~

8

EOL Sequence:
Parity Check:
Echo:

CR
Off
Off

The reason for using no parity and 8 bits is that
CrossTalk XVI switches to these settings when an Xmodem
transfer is carried out. Dialing back in with other settings
will cause confusion unless the remote is reset before signing off. It is easier just to use these standard settings.
Creates in the ACept entry allows the creation of new files,
but not overwriting. For other options, see the CrossTalk
handbook.
For text file downloading from the remote to the
HPllO, call the remote from Terminal using the terminal
configuration above. When the HPllO signs on, go into the
download configuration menu and set:

From Remote File:
(Leave Blank)
To Local File:
FILENAME
File Type:
1. bit text
Remote Invocation:
TYPE
Command Options:
FILENAME
Protocols:
Off
Overwrite Permission: On
(FILENAME is the name of the file you want to
download)
Exit the download configuration, then press CTRL and c.
Command? will appear. Press From Host. The remote will
send the specified file, and the HPllO will capture it in
FILENAME.
For text file uploading to the remote from the HP 110,
go into the upload configuration menu and set:

From Local File:
FILENAME
To Remote File:
(Leave Blank)
File Type:
1. bit text
Remote Invocation:
Command Options:
Protocols:
Off
Overwrite Permission: On
(FILENAME is the name of the file you want to
upload)
Exit the upload configuration, then press CTRL and c.
Command? will appear. Type CA FILENAME to have the
remote capture the transmitted text in a file called
FILENAME. Press To Host and the HPllO will send the file
to the remote. When the transfer is completed, press CTRL
and C. When Command? appears, type CA OFF and press
return. The remote will signal, file successfully written,
and the transferred text is stored.
To Xmodem download binary files (programs and
Lotus spreadsheets) to the HPllO, call the remote using the
terminal configuration file above. After the connection is
made, go into the download configuration on the HPilO
and set:

From Remote File:
To Local File:
File Type:

(Leave Blank)
FILENAME
Binary

Remote Invocation:
KXMODEM
Command Options:
FILENAME
Protocols:
On
Overwrite Permission: On
(FILENAME is the name of the file you want to
download)
Now exit the download configuration menu. Next, hold
CTRL and press C. The remote computer asks Command?
When it does, press From Host (fl) on the HPllO and wait
for the file transfer to be completed. Be patient when the
transfer starts. It takes a little while to begin, and one or
more errors may be indicated, but sooner or later, the
transfer should proceed.
To Xmpctem upload to the remote, the upload configuration is:

From Local File:
FILENAME
To Remote File:
(Leave Blank)
File Type:
Binary
Remote Invocation:
RKMODEM
Command Options:
FILENAME
Protocols:
On
Overwrite Permission: On
(FILENAME is the name of the file you want to
upload)
After entering the upload configuration settings and returning to the main Terminal screen, press CTRL c, and when
Command appears, press To Host (f2). Then wait for the
HPllO to finish sending the file.
Since the CrossTalk XVI help screens may be invoked
from the HPllO, the commands may be called up remotely if they are not remembered.
I use this remote transfer process routinely with the
BPI SO and IBM-AT to send text to my office and home and
to ret.rieve Lotus spreadsheets and programs.
This avoids having to ,take the HP9114 disk drive on
the road when I do not anticipate a heavy enough load to
make phone transfer at 300 baud impractical.
I have experienced problems with noisy connections
when attempting Xmodem transfers to Atlanta from
phones in Wyoming and Colorado, though not from
California or the Northwest. Even when Xmodem gives
problems, text transfers, including BASIC programs stored
in text format, rarely cause significant difficulties as long
as a modular plug connection can be used rather than the
accoustic coupler.
This approach can be lIsed with hardwiring, at 9600
baud, for easy porting of Lotus spreadsheets and programs
between IBM and HP computers.
PAGE RESPONDS TO THE \X'IZARD
By 17Jomas Page

I would like to expand on Cliff Looyenga's answer to the
question on transferring files between the Portahle and an
IBM-PC using Crosstalk. I often transfer files between my
Portable and several PC's that run Crosstalk, and I have
found that Crosstalk makes an excellent host for the Portable. The procedure that I use is to load Xtalk on the Pc'
set it to answer mode. and then call the PC from the Portable. I have my system set up with terminal configuration
ft'LY ; Al'Gt ST 1986
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and download and upload configuration files so that the
process is almost totally automatic.
I have created batch files containing a command
similar to the following to load the Terminal program and
associated menu files.

terminal It ibmxtlkl.cmm Id ibmxtlk.cml lu
ibmxtlk.cm2
Since I have phone numbers and log-on strings in my
terminal configuration, all I have to do is type the name of
the appropriate batch file and wait for connection to be
made. After connection, I strike the upload or download
configuration key as appropriate and type in filespecs for
both the host computer and The Portable. I then exit the
menu and strike either the To Host or From Host key. Then
all that is necessary is to wait for the file transfer to finish.
The above procedure will work without a hitch provided that Version 3.5 of Xtalk is being used on the host
computer. Earlier versions have an error in implementation
of the Xmodem (modem7) protocol timing parameters
that will cause the Portable to abort the file transfer after
9 retries. This is not a serious problem because Xtalk can
be easily debugged to correct this problem. I recently updated my Xtalk programs to Version 3.5 and apparently
threw away my mostly illegible notes on the patch, or I
would send them to you. The people at Microstuff are very
nice and will give you the patch over the telephone. Also,
I think there is a file on CompuServe, (probably one of the
IBM sigs) describing this patch and describing how to further loosen the timing parameters so that Xtalk is more
compatible with CompuServe's Xmodem.
This gives me an idea for a 'hack' to the Portable's Terminal program. Debug it to loosen the the Xmodem timing parameters to make it more compatible with
CompuServe. If this works for Xtalk, it should work for
Terminal. Yes, I know that you can't write on the B drive,
but terminal.com can be copied to the A or C drives where
it can be debugged. I have no idea how to find the memory
locations requiring change, or what change would be required, but maybe you know someone more familiar with
the inner workings of these machines who might like to
play around with this idea. I would like some relief from
my CompuServe Xmodem failure rate of 99 %.

[Ed"-When Thomas Page mentioned about copying
Terminal, I tried it with MemoMaker. It works! Here in
Fairfield, Denis Asselin, a computer scieVc'e student at
Maharishi International University, has been hacking
away at MemoMaker. He promises a lK program that
rewrites the HELP portion ofHPllO MemoMaker to support such things as destructive backspace and sending
escape sequences to control printer output from within
MemoMaker. Any other serious hackers out there?]
THE WIZARD RESPONDS TO THE RESPONSES
"You're right, HPllO's do not require someone on both
ends. A good example of this is CompuServe. When I
wrote that I was thinking HPllO to HPllO and not HPllO
to another computer.
"Unfortunately, the terminal program on the HPllO is
not very hackable. The slowness of the HPllO's Xmodem
is caused by inefficient logic in the program that is pretty
hard to hack around. The other problem is that there really
isn't anyone who is well versed with the internals of the
12
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terminal program.
"I know oftwo problems that cause some headaches
with the HPllO's terminal program. The first occurs when
you are uploading a file whose size is evenly divisible by
128. If this is true, then the terminal program will send the
last block twice. This can cause fits with some implementations of Xmodem. The other "feature" is that when you
press the To Host or Froln Host softkey, Terminal will send
a carriage return before starting the transfer. This also can
cause some problems.
"I wonder why you are experiencing a 99 % failure
rate with CompuServe. I would be interested to find out
what other readers have found. It took me some experimenting before I could upload to CompuServe EMAIL
using Xmodem, but I did get it to work consistently.
-The Wizard

[Ed-See CompuServe Hints in this Terminal B-Drive
section for a step-by-step uploading procedure].

TERM: "The Unadorned Terminal"
By David Hughes
How do you describe plain vanilla?
TERM, built into the Portable PLUS, is a a simple
emulation program that gives the user the basic ability to
communicate with other computers as a simple, charactermode terminal.
TERM FEATURES
TERM may be accessed from the main PAM screen or from
the DOS command prompt by typing TERM. The program
utilizes the communications parameters set via PAM's
DATACOM CONFIG menu; however, the parameters cannot be changed from within the program. The internal
modem, if present, may be directly commanded within
the terminal emulator if the MODEM is specified in the
DATACOM INTERFACE.
The program provides the following features:
- Session Logging (data capture) to a specified disk file or
printer,
- with an APPEND or REPLACE option.
- Data send options: wait for host echo, wait for XON
prompt, or both.
- The ability to exit I re-establish a session without terminating the connection with the remote host.
-Command line parameters: TERM may be automated
utilizing DOS batch files to upload text files to a host
computer.
-Local echo and automatic line feed toggle.
-Display functions mode.
COMPARISON WITH THE HP-llO'S TERMINAL
EMULATOR
The TERM terminal emulator does not possess the features
or flexibility of the original Portable's TERMINAL program.
Autodial, auto-logon, help, and upload and download
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XMODEM file transfer protocol, commonly used to
transfer binary files to other personal computers, is not
supported. If file transfer capability with a host computer
isn't a high priority, TERM should suffice for most information service applications.
TERM possesses the ability to accept command line
parameters from the DOS command prompt. If the user
specifies TERM < filename>, the emulator will attempt to
send < filename> to the host immediately after loading.
Several other command line parameters may be specified
to select the type of data sending method for sending the
text file to the host. TERM also provides the user with the
ability to exit the emulator and maintain the host connection by depressing < SHIFT> < EXIT>. The connection
may be re-established by typing TERM.
CONCLUSION
TERM is a minimum-capability character-mode terminal
emulator, designed to share text files with a host computer.
Although it is sufficient for use with an information
retrieval service or an electronic mail system, a fullfeatured communications program such as Reflection 1
(formerly PC2622) or Portteqn should be considered,
since TERM lacks the necessary means for sharing binary
files with another personal computer.

Reflection 1
B
PLUS
Reflection 1: A Laptop's Dream Comes True
By David Hughes
PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS
The original HPllO Portable came with a built-in communications software package called TERMINAL. When
the Portable PLUS.was developed, a more advanced communications package called PC 2622 became available.
Hewlett-Packard has recently announced an enhanced version of the PC2622 program, Reflection 1, suited for users
outside (J{ North America.

WELL-SPOKEN COMMUNICATIONS
4
Reflection 1 is a state-of-the-art communications software
package suited for the Portable Plus. The program features
exceptional flexibility, a robust command language forms
cache, a file transfer subsystem utilizing a CRC-CCITT, error checking protocol (used with HPIDEC minicomputers),
Xmodem protocol, extended display memory (up to the
limit of the Portable's main memory), redefinable function
keys, and HP-2693A / DEC VT-102 block mode terminal
emulation. European users will find the Reflection 1 ROM
well-suited to their special language requirements, since
the complete extended Roman-8 character set has been implemented (including mute characters), as well as the IS07
substitution scheme. The program requires at least 144Kb
of memory in order to operate.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
Reflection 1 represents a milestone in portable computer
14
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communications. Whereas the original TERMINAL program served as an introduction to portable computer
telecommunications and stressed simple operation, Reflection 1 is the sequel, and stresses advanced terminal emulation, command language interface, extensive peripheral
utilization, and unattended operation. Simply stated,
Reflection 1 is capable of serving the user-whether he is
there or not.
THE LAPTOP'S DREAM

An ideal telecommunications program should permit the
user to conduct a variety of useful communications-related
activities. It should behave like a symphonic conductor,
gracefully orchestrating each process. Reflection 1 is the
laptop's dream. Imagine the following situations.
- Your application requires your laptop to operate disk
drives and printers (or both) while you are connected to
the host computer.
- Your application requires an extensive use of forms for
data entry. These forms, or data templates, are transmitted
to your laptop each time you switch entry screens. You
desire to reduce the cost of an online session with the host
by storing and displaying the entry forms locally, thereby
reducing the time to transmit the form.
- Your application requires the use of foreign characters.
These characters are not only necessary for terminal operation, but for faithful translation of foreign language text
files.
- Your new position requires you to travel, yet keep in
touch with each regional sales office. Your application requires the ability to contact each regional office, download
critical information, and then call the corporate mainframe and upload each file. Multiple terminal emulation
capability is required, as well as an interface with other PC
communications programs, such as CROSSTALK XVI from
Microstuf, Inc.
It is difficult to imagine a need that Reflection 1 cannot satisfy. Since many communications programs feature
advanced terminal emulation, keyboard macros and
peripheral utilization, let us focus our attention on the
features that make Reflection 1 unique.
COMMAND LANGUAGE FOR SERIOUS USERS
It is possible to control peripheral operation, terminal
characteristics, communications parameters, and even
create a command language program that runs "on top" of
Reflection 1, for custom applications. The following example of a custom application is a short command file that
redefines the function keys, and assigns them a specific
function, similar to the Portable's TERMINAL program.
When a function key is depressed, the Reflection 1 command interpreter attempts to run the .cMD command file
(following the A[&OC escape sequence) at the end of each
DISPLAY statement.

QUIET COMMAND ON
DISPLAY" A[&fla2k16dlSLXmodem Transfer
A[&oCXMODEM.cMDAM"
DISPLAY" A[&fla3klSd16LData Capture
A[&oCCAPTURE.cMDAM"
DISPLAY" A[&fla4k13d2LBangup ModemA[f'
DISPLAY" A[&flaSk6d8LDir a: A[&oCDIR AM"
DISPLAY" A[&fla6k14d4LClear Screen A[B A[J"

f)
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DISPLAY" A[&flaZkldlL AG"
DISPLAY" A[&flaSk14d9LExit to System A[&oCEXIT AM"
DISPLAY" A[&jB "
STOP
A] stands for ASCII 27, the ESCAPE character. A stands for
control. Each .cMD file will be invoked when the corresponding function key is depressed. Some of the function keys will provide the desired functions directly; other
function keys provide additional menu choices, or run
command files that support the function key's purpose. It
is easy to chain command files together or to invoke other
command files.
Here is another command language example of how
to call an HP-150 running CROSSTALK XVI, and transfer
several files to it utilizing the xmodem protocol: ;

intervention by following these general guidelines.
a. Create a command file that contains the steps Reflection
1 must execute on the host system in order to successfully
complete the operation.
b. Configure Reflection 1 to operate with the host system.
c. Create a PAM.ALM file as outlined in the Portable PLUS
Owner's Documentation. The file should execute a
batch file that loads Reflection 1 and command/configuration files.
HP PORTABLE' RHATE'D PROD\ 'CT

; Command rue to call the HP-150 (using CROSSTALK XVI)
; ------------------------------------------------_..._---------------------------

TRANSMIT "AT AM"
; Check to see if modem is ok
WAIT 0:0:5 FOR "OK"
; Dial the HP-150
TRANSMIT "ATDT 237-3454 AM"
WAIT 0:01 FOR "WELCOME TO THE PORTABLE PAPER"
; Download two daily sales reports from the HP-150
; First, prepare the HP-150 to send a rue using CROSSTALK
; XVI's XX command
TRANSMIT "XX DAILY1.DATAM"
XRECEIVE dailyl.dat
WAIT 0:0:15
TRANSMIT "XX DAILY2.DATAM"
XRECEIVE daily2.dat
WAIT 0:0:15
; Upload an expense report to the HP-150
; First, prepare the HP-150 to receive a file using
CROSSTALK
; XVI's RX command
TRANSMIT "RX EXPENSES.RPTAM"
XSEND expenses.rpt
WAIT 0:0:15
; Terminate the call and hang up the modem
TRANSMIT "A[f'
; Open the me and print the reports
; Note: this example assumes the disk drive and printer
; are connected and are powered up.
PRINT DAILY1.DAT
PRINT DAILY2.DAT
STOP
; ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This simple command file illustrates how the Portable
PLUS can be used to control another computer, and
transfer information to or from the host computer without
further operator assistance. It is important to note that
Reflection 1 may control the host, if the host's command
language syntax is known.
UNATTENDED OPERATION
It is often desirable to communicate with other computers

and share information automatically at odd hours (i.e.,
when the long distance telephone rates are the lowest).
Reflection 1 may be loaded and executed without operator
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d. Create a batch file or series of batch files that load
Reflection I:
REnECTl IH [configfile](,commandfile] (lIP mode)
REFLECTl IV [configfile][,commandfile] (VT

mode)
WHY UPGRADE TO REFLECTION I?
PC2622 users in North America should see little difference between PC 2622 and RELFECTION 1. PC2622
users should consider the upgrade to Reflection 1 if they
desire HP 2392A terminal emulation, extended display
memory, ROMAN-8 character support or IS07 character
substitution, or if they feel they would benefit from the
advantages of an enhanced command language.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Reflection 1 from Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc., offers

well-spoken communications for the Portable PLUS. If
you frequently communicate with personal computers,
HP or DEC minicomputers, require a powerful command language for unattended operation, or require
some of the other features of this advanced communications program, it deserves your special attention. For the present, no other laptop communications
program is able to fulfill tomorrow's communication
needs today.
ROM based REFLECTION 1 can be purchased
from your local HP dealer or through HP's Direct
Marketing Division (800) 538-8787 (California,
Alaska and Hawaii (408)-738-4133) as Part Number
82863K opt. 400 for 1395. PC2622 can be upgraded
for 1135 and the PC2622 disk.

A Drive-AppHcatlon Software in RAM

Acculink
A
By Gary Goodman
INTRODUCTION
ACCULINK by IE Systems is a sophisticated communications package written for most microcomputers, including
the HPll0 and Portable Plus. It provides emulation for
VT-I02, VT-IOO, VT-52, ADM3A, Televideo 950-C, and IBM
3101-C terminals. Files can be transferred without protocols, with XModem protocol, and with IE Systems'
Datalink protocol. Parity, baud rate, emulation selection,
file transfer, printing, and many other options are selected
with simple commallds. Custom macros are a very powerful feature of this program and can even provide fully
automated operation. Although this review is of the 110
version, the general comments should apply equally to the
Portable P\us.
TERMINAL EMULATION
4
The main purpose of this program is to provide emulation
for a number of sophisticated terminals. The 24-line terminal display used in all emulation modes is easily viewed through a 16-line sliding window by using the Extend
char key in conjunction with the cursor keys. I tried only
the basic ADM3A and VT-102 emulations because the terminal applications at my disposal were either simple or required VT-IOO capability to use them properly. The VT-102
terminal is one of the "smartest" terminals available. ACCULINK emulates display enhancements such as double
height/width characters, smooth scrolling, basic graphics,
margin bell, etc. The 132-column display attribute is not
available on the 110. The VT-I02 special keypad functions
are emulated using the 110's System key as a prefix in a
two-key sequence. Keyboard indicator LEDs and other
status information are displayed using an optional status
line at the bottom of the screen.
16
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Overall, the emulation capabilities are exCt:llt:l1l,
much better than simple VT-102 emulator options on programs such as SmartCom.
FILE TRANSFER
Five function keys are devoted to file transfer. One of these
sets the filename; two of them allow you to Put or Get files
without error checking (with optional XON/XOFF handshaking); the final two allow you to Send or Receive files
using the selected protocol. You may select XModem protocol or IE Systems Datalink protocol, either with CRC-16
or checksum error checking. The Datalink protocol even
provides for 7-bit encoding to transfer binary data through
a LAN which restricts the user to 7-bit data. (The Datalink
protocol is available for VAX, DEC-lO, Dec-20, and PDP-11
host computers using ACCULINK-HOST software.)
If you attempt to Get or Receive a file with the same
name as an existing file, you will be prompted to append
to the original file, back it up, erase it, or abort the transfer.
Using the Get command, you can toggle capturing data to
the file-a very useful feature.
MACRO FACILITY
ACCULINK's macro capabilities are so extensive that they
resemble a programming language. There is even a macro
compiler. Teamed up with PAM's alarm feature, you could
program ACCULINK to dial and logon to your favorite
computer information service in the wee hours of the
night, to check to see if you have any electronic mail, and
to retrieve it if you do, then get the local weather
forecast-capturing it to another file, then log out.
However, teaching ACCULINK to do all this is akin to
teaching a robot to assemble a car.
PORTS AND AUTODIAL MODEMS
ACCULINK can use the full capabilities of the 110's internal modem, or it can use any external auto dial modem
through the RS-232 serial port or the HP-ILlRS-232 converter. The translation of phone numbers into the formats
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needed by various modems is provided by macros. Macros
for many modems are already included.
OTHER FEATURES
The program's options can be selected either via a command line or menus. The menus have their own extensive
helps and even include a learn mode. After the learning
period, you will seldom use the menus since the command
mode is so convenient. Options can be entered on the
command line, or they can be easily added or changed
after you are connected. A concise help of the options and
their current status is always available. User-built default
files can be used in place of command line options, making access to regular services very simple.
Another nice feature is the ability to get out of ACCULINK and back in without losing your connection.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND USE ON THE 110
If you think that a program this extensive would be very
large, you are partly right. The full ACCULINK program
and macro files take up about 200K of disk storage, not
counting the auxiliary reconfiguration program and the
macro compiler. However, IE Systems designed ACCULINK
with many overlays so only those modules needed for a
particular application have to be loaded into the 110. The
program may be run entirely from the C disk if necessary;
however, you can copy the overlays to the A disk and still
keep the main program on the C disk. The HP9114 disk
drive is accessed only once in this case.
Memory requirements are very flexible-as memory
is increased, more overlays remain resident. However, if
the overlays are on the A disk, the time it takes to bring
them in is imperceptible. Minimum HPll0 memory and
disk requirements for typical applications are shown
below.
Memory Disk
Menu mode, VT-IOZ emulation, & all functions: IZ4K >ZOOK
IZ4K
83K
VT-IOZ emulation & no file transfer:
ADM3A emulation (default),
full m.e transfer, & macros:
90K
96K
ADM3A with no functions
(minimum configuration):
96K
SlK

The third configuration would be an excellent choice
for computer information services such as CompuServe.
EASE OF LEARNING
This is a major program whose basics will be easily learned but will require considerable study for those interested
in probing into macros and into the deeper mysteries of
communications. The documentation I received is not up
to the standards of the program. In fact, the people at IE
Systems admitted that it was poor before I had a chance to
mention it. They have completely revised the manual to
correct this deficiency, but I could not review it in time for
this report.
EASE OF USE
ACCULINK is very easy to use once you have learned it.
The program is very flexible and can be set up with default
files for particular applications. The command line can
contain all required options, and thus it can be run from
PAM. Error messages are clear and accurate. Help screens
and status information are always available. The extensive
use of the 110's function keys makes the most frequent
commands a one-keystroke operation.

CONCLUSION
For the serious terminal user, ACCULINK provides
capabilities far exceeding the built in Terminal program.
The Terminal's advantages are its use ofthe 48-line display
buffer, its simple logon macro, and of course, its convenience and cost. If you need the sophisticated terminal
emulation features ACCULINK provides, or if you are the
type of person who likes 35mm system cameras with interchangeable lenses, viewfinders, multiprogram and light
metering modes, then you will love this program. Making
space in the 110 and loading the various modules needed
for each use isn't for casual Instamatic users.
ACCULINK is marketed by IE Systems Inc., 112 Main
Street, Newmarket, N.H. 03857, (603) 659-5891. The
single copy price is $245.
[Ed-According to IE systems spokesperson Skip
Schnable, there are equivalent disk-based versii}ns ofACCULINK that work on The Portable and The Portable
PLUS. Skip told me that the new documentation would be
ready inJune.]

Kermit
A
By Gary Goodman
Do you need to transfer files between your Portable (or
almost any other micro) and various mainframe computers? Kermit might be just what you need.

What (or who) is Kermit?
Kermit is a protocol (set of rules) for the reliable transfer
of files between computers over ordinary asynchronous
(serial) terminal connections. The Kermit protocol was
designed at the Columbia University Center for Computing Activities (CUCCA) and has been shared, without
charge, with all users. Many people have written programs
implementing the Kermit protocol and have sent these
programs back to CUCCA to be shared with others.
Through this user development, Kermit has grown to support more than 100 different computer systems, including
such systems as:
Mainframes. Mini Computers Micro Computers
ACT Apricot
AT&T 3B Series
Burroughs B6800 & B7900
Apple II & Macintosh
CDC Cyber 170
Atari
Cray-l, Cray-XMP
Commodore
Data General MV, Nova, S250 DEC Rainbow, DECmate
DEC PDP-8, 11, Pro-3xx, VAX Heath/Zenith-IOO & 89
Honeywell L6/10
Honeywell CP6 & DPS8
HP 1000, 3000, 9000, & 9836
HP 110, 150, Plus
IBM 370 (TSo, CMS, others)
IBM PC (all versions)
Kaypro II
PerkinElmer 3200 & 7350
NECAPC
Prime
Osborne
Pyramid90x
Sanyo 1100 MBC & 550
Sperry 1100
MBC
Tandy 2000, TRS-80
TI Professional
Wang PC
Xerox 820
JULY / AUGUST 1986
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t happens. One slip of a finger and a whole week's
worth of input data is history. The Norton Utilities
are powerful organizational tools for the HP
Portable and Portable Plus.
With a remarkable file recovery feature called
UnErase™, you can actually search for and restore lost
data with a few simple commands. And you can use The
Utilities dai9' to locate files, track down data and put
disks in order.

Works great on Portable and Portable Plus:
Purchase Utilities from Personalized Software and you1l
receive additional3W' or 5%" disk with copy of Norton
Utilities
• Norton Utilities normally not available on 3W' disk
• Disk contains instructions on how to run Norton
Utilities on Portable and Portable Plus
• Disk includes several excellent Public Domain
programs
• Portable Paper subscribers receive 10% Discount

Pricing
Normally $99.95
Subscriber discount $89.95
Until July 31, 1986:
If already purchased Holiday Pack from us-$84.95
Holiday Pack and Norton Utilities-$199.95

!NORTON

UTILITIES
DATA RECOVERY
DISK MANAGEMENT

~

A. life saver for your data.
'We include a program that allows The Norton Utilities to run on the HPI50.

TIME-LIFE
ACCESS
NEWSLETTER
says "Highly
recommended [or
business users."

ED PROI)l1CT

Perso alizedSoftware
"Thrbo Pascal is clearly the
Portable and Portable Plus programming language of choice."
- Hal Goldstein, Editor, The Portable Paper

Thrbo Pascal is superior in terms of:
- price
- performance
- portability to other machines
- programmer's environment
- memory consumption

THE ENTIRE SYSTEM, INCLUDING
EDITOR CONSUMES LESS THAN 40K
BYTES.
EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT A
PROGRAMMER THE WORDSTAR-TYPE
EDITOR ALONE IS WORTH THE
PRICE OF TURBO PASCAL

Other Borland
1ltrbo Pascal
products

eys,·
- The disk includes programs to acc~ss'
Portable graphics
Holiday pack: includes Turbo Pascal, Turbo
Tutor, and Turbo Toolbox.

1Urbo Tholbox: Disk
includes routines that
create data base file
management system.
1Urbo 1Utor: Disk and manual for learning Thrbo
Pascal. Includes many features for experienced users.

PartablePapiff:
sups<:tibers
'65,95
$32.95··
$51.9,

lu1,'bo PastaJ
'tUrbo 1'ut~(··

lbmo l()~llJ()x.. . . .
ao:lidaypack {All~}
Pascal programs for portable

$119,00
$49.95

$44.95'

•$39.95 subscriber price if purchased any Thrbo product from Personalized Software.

]lpQ$2~9.80.

~...#d throughJu,y31,1Sl:86.
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Just to name some of the more popular ones.
To use Kermit, you must have a Kermit program running on both computers. As you can see from this list,
there is a good chance that there is a Kermit program for
your system-and new ones are continually being added.
WHY KERMIT?

The Xmodem protocol comes built into the HPllO and is
readily available for most microcomputers. However, this
protocol is not completely standard. There are different

forms of checksums, and other features may also vary. Synchronizing the programs at both ends may present problems. Communications programs implementing
Xmodem on mainframes are generally rather expensive.
Also, the Xmodem protocol often fails when a multiuser
host computer temporarily stops transmission in order to
service other users. The HPllO's Terminal program doesn't
make allowance for these interruptions.
Other specialized communications programs are expensive, often large, and most important, may not run on

Uh oh! The tiger's right behind me. Beller stay calm. just follow the fox's trail,
gobble up those dots, and don't panic. LOOK OUT-here comes a wall! Turn left.
No, not that way-~! Why didn't . .. ? Oh, yeah-the keys aren't left and right,
they're clockwise and counterclockwise. I want clockwise. Quick now!
Boy; that was close . .. But yikes! Now the tiger is gaining on me! He'll catch me
before I catch the fox! Looks like I'm sunk . .. Wait, there's hope! If only I can make it
to that Maze Changer in time! Here goes-careful now! Turn clockwise. Clockwise
again. Almost there . .. Whew-I MADE IT!!!
Now. .. where am I? There's the fox, and there's his trail. And the tiger? Pretty
close, but I can always escape out that gate. And this maze has three Maze
Changers. All right, Tiger, I'm ready for you this time!. . .
--
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the variety of computers you may like to communicate
with.
Kermit is not necessariy better than other terminaloriented file transfer protocols, but it is free, is well
documented, and has been implemented compatibly on a
wide variety of microcomputers and mainframes.
KERMIT FOR THE HPllO
I have used Kermit on my 110, an IBM-PC, and a VAX mainframe for a number of months. There was no documentation for Kermit on the HPllO, although there is quite good
general documentation for Kermit and for the IBM and
VAX versions. Because of this, it took me a day to figure out
how to make it work on the HPllO. Subsequently, I wrote
my own documentation for this program and have made
it available to others through the HP forum on
CompuServe.
Kermit for the HPll0 is stripped down to the
essentials-well suited to the 110's limited memory. The
program takes a mere 12.5K; I keep it constantly in the
computer. By being able to store many of my work-related
files on a mainframe computer (available by phone), I am
saved the inconvenience of carrying my disk drive to and
from work. A limitation of the program is that it must use
an external modem. This is not as big a limitation as you
might think because the internal modem's 300 baud is too
slow to transfer large files comfortably. The higher rates of
1200 or 2400 baud are much more practical. Its performance in file transfer is excellent and "easy as pie." You can
transfer single files or groups of files with one command.
You can enter and exit Kermit without breaking connection with the host. The "field test version" ofthe program,
which is currently available, has a few minor bugs in it, but
these do not affect the file transfer capabilities. However,
the built-in Terminal Emulator program is more suited for
general terminal emulation.
WHERE IS KERMIT?
Kermit is distributed, at cost, by Columbia University on
9-track magnetic tape, suitable for reading on most mainframe and minicomputers. It is assumed that Kermit will
be ordered in this form by institutional computer centers,
whose professional staff will take the responsibility for installing it and putting the microcomputer versions on
diskettes for their users. You can obtain ordering information by writing to: Kermit Distribution, Columbia
University Center for Computing Activities, 612 West
115th Street,New York, NY 10025. Kermit for HP
microcomputers can also be found on CompuServe. The
HP Portable version and documentation will be available
from Personalized Software on the freeware utility disks in
August, 1986.

YTERM, originally developed at Yale University, is a data
communications software package capable of linking the
HP Portable PLUS to IBM mainframes. YTERM enables the
PLUS to communicate and exchange files with IBM mainframes, as well as run full-screen applications designed for

IBM 3278 terminals.
YTERM is intended for use with one of three IBM protocol converters, which enable the PLUS to emulate an IBM
3278 Display Station, and enable attached printers to
emulate an IBM 3284 printer. YTERM is capable of connecting to the host mainframe through the serial communications ports of the PLUS either through direct connection,
the internal, or an external modem.
YTERM includes five sample keyboard definition
tables including VT100, Datamedia 1520, and three others
suitable for use with the IBM protocol converters.
YTERM comes on a 3.5 inch diskette. It takes up less
then 32K bytes of storage. It is product HP82867K Opt.
630 and costs $95. It can be purchased from an HP dealer
or from HP's Direct Marketing Division, 800-538-8787.
Several readers have commented on it being an excellent
program. If anyone has success using it with The Portable,
please tell us.
<

WordPerfect

A

PLUS

A disk-based WordPerfect is now available for The Portable
PLUS. According to the folks at HP, it is unlikely that a
ROM-based version will appear in the near future, if at all.
I was a Beta test site for WordPerfect 4.1 on the PLUS.
That means that SSI, the publishers of WordPerfect, sent
me a prerelease version to test and evaluate. Unfortunately, they seemed to ignore most of my opinions.
On the positive side, the product runs fine and in
many ways is a joy to use on the PLUS RAM disk. You need
to have about 292K free for memory if you want to leave
WordPerfect in your external disk. The suggested command c:wp/r/d=a: allows most of the program to be resident in your PLUS as long-as you don't want to use the
speller or thesaurus.
Along with the three double-sided 3 112" WordPerfect
disks SSI sends the same manual that comes with the IBM
PC version of WordPerfect. Besides the disks there are only
two items that would make you aware you purchased the
Portable PLUS version: a Keyboard Template and Quick
Reference Guide. The template is well constructed, attractively color coded, and fits across the function keys, locking itself into the template holes on top of the keyboard.
The Quick Reference Guide contains an index that
associates a feature (like Print or Margins) with the
keystroke (like Shift F7 and Ctri-Menu). It also contains
basic loading, saving, and exiting instruction for the PLUS.
For those accustomed to WordPerfect on a PC, you
will have to get used to the PLUS horizontal layout of function keys and to using Shift-Ext instead of Alt. The Menu
and User System keys are used along with the eight function keys to allow for the standard WordPerfect command
structure, which uses 10 function keys.
The most annoying feature of the product, despite my
strong suggestion to make the change, is that the line cursor is used rather than the box cursor. Thus, it is sometimes
very difficult to see the cursor. Unfortunately, Extend
Char-fl does not toggle the cursor shape as it does in
MemoMaker.
JULY I AUGUST 1986
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Another less critical shortcoming is that WordPerfect
chose not to implement many of the standard Extend Char
screen directives such as delete line and insert line.
The other potential shortcoming of the product is the
use of the speller if you have to run it off the HP9114. The
spelling checker is a very disk-intensive procedure. Consequently, it is slow on the HP9114 and can wear down the
battery. If you have sufficient memory, I suggest you load
the speller and thesaurus onto your EDisk.
Despite all these problems, if you already are addicted
to WordPerfect, as I am, on your PC or compatible, you
will probably like having WordPerfect on the PLUS. Using
the same word processor on both machines allows you to
transfer files back and forth effortlessly and to avoid having to learn a new product. As far as I could tell, all the
WordPerfect 4.1 features are available to you, including
keyboard macros.
If you are in search of a heavy duty word processor,
and if you can put up with the limitations I have mentioned, WordPerfect might be the product for you. I suggest
you go to the library and examine the back issues of any
of IBM PC-oriented magazines for a complete list of
features of the word processors now available for the
PLUS. (The January 28, 1986 edition of PC Magazine contains reviews of all popular word processing products.)
WordPerfect has more features than the version 1.1 of
MS Word available in ROM and is probably easier to use
than Multimate. If you purchase WordPerfect from Personalized Software, it is less expensive than these other
alternatives. However, if you select WordPerfect, you must
be willing to give up the convenience of having your word
processor in ROM.
llIbrd Perfect is available from SSI, 228 W Center St.,
Orem, Utah 84057, (801) 227-4020 (not tollfree)for $495.
}bu can also purchase it from Personalized Software, PO
Box 869, Fairfield, lA 52556, (515) 472-6330-use the
coupon in back of this issue-for $339.
(11 0 % continued from page 4)

Infomania
John Dvorak in his ll1foWorld column, recommends
Elizabeth Ferrarini's Infomania. He says the book is a
"comprehensive and entertaining guide to electronic
services-this woman must be on her machine 24 hours
a day." Ins published by Houghton-Mifflin, 310 pages for
$14.95.

Removing the Portable Battery""
Thomas Page of Houston reports that when using the Norton Utilities WIPEDISK command, he managed to corrupt
his Edisc in such a way that his HPllO went dead on him.
"All attempts to reboot (contrast key, shift-ctrl-break, button on the battery) failed to produce a response. I finally
rebooted by disconnecting the battery-a rather simple
procedure but one not approved by HP To perform this
ice-cold reboot, open the battery compartment and
remove the plug with three wires attached by carefully
sliding it upward. This will probably require using the index fingers of both hands since there is not much room
around it. After the battery is disconnected, wait a few
seconds before reconnecting it to insure that the compute
completely dies. Since this process totally kills the computer it will be necessary to reset the clock as well as any
configurations that you do not keep at default.
22
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By Thomas Page

Introduction
Among the most useful programs for your Portable and
Portable PLUS are those called utilities, which perform
limited tasks very welL In fact, you are probably already
using utilities but may have not realized it. Many utility
programs, like FORMAT and DISKCOPY, are run as MSDOS commands, although some utility programs may provide menus.
One category of utilities found to be very useful are
those dealing with text management. These utilities are
used to modify data in a standard ASCII (MemoMaker) text
file. Because so much computer data is stored in text files,
utilities that massage text files are extremely helpful.
Utilities are also available to assist with disk management
and library files, to compress (squeeze) files, and to check
system status. On the facing page is a listing of useful
utilities found on various CompuServe forums and local
bulletin boards,

Text Management Programs
PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS
There are a number of very useful text management
utilities that can be downloaded from various CompuServe forums (HP Series 100, IBM-Sig, IBM-Novice, etc.)
and local bulletin boards. Local computer clubs are
another source. TRIM and TRANS LIT are among the most
useful of text management utilities since almost any text
file can be massaged to load correctly into 1-2-3 using
these programs. If you have tried the 1-2-3 File Import
command, you are aware that it requires data to be rather
tightly formatted or the imported data will turn into
garbage.
Almost all data that one will want to load into 1-2-3
will be in tabular form with perhaps a column of descriptions at the left. The data can be filtered through TRIM and
the description data separated from the remainder of the
data. This will permit importing the descriptions as labels.
The numbers can then be imported as numbers.
TRIM selects specified columns of data from the input
stream. I/O (Input IOutput) redirection can be used to send
the output to a file that will be imported into 1-2-3.
Another common problem encountered importing into
1-2-3 is that pre 1-2-3 files may have blanks instead of zeros
in a column. When 1-2-3 imports the files the integrity of
columns becomes disturbed since 1-2-3 simply skips
blanks. To solve this problem, TRIM can be used to carve
the 1-2-3 input file into a series of files containing one column of numbers each. Each column can then be imported
separately,
Commas in values (like 12,129,983) are another
source of grief when attempting to import files with
numbers into 1-2-3. 1-2-3 will see the commas as
separating columns of data. TRANSLIT will delete the
commas. If negative numbers are in parentheses,
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Name

Size Author

Source**

Description

TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES:
ADDCOL.COM
CAPITAL. COM
CHOP.EXE
GREP.COM
LC.COM
MGREP.EXE
MARKEOF.COM
SEPARATE.EXE
TRIM.COM
TRANSLIT.COM

12544
15488
15488
1664
1280
14720
128
14208
640
9344

Walter Kennamer
Walter Kennamer
Walter Kennamer
Chris Dunford
?
?
Walter Kennamer
?
A.Head,R.Duncanp
Kevin Rosenberg

DISK MANAGEMENT UTILITIES:
CHANGE. COM
1664 ?
CWEEP.EXE
26496 GaryM. Berg
FDATE.COM
1280 ?
LABEL.EXE
1280 ?
MOVE. COM
384 ?
RENDIR.COM
640 Mikenynn
SDL30.COM
3072 W. C. Bodycomb
UNDEL.COM
2176 Steven Holzner/PC Mag.
VDEL.COM
768 J.Garber/PC Tech Journ
WASH. COM
3328 M.Karas/Micro Resource
WHERE. COM
640 ?
XDIR.COM1920 ?
COMPRESSION (SQUEEZE) UTILITIES:
NUSQ. COM
2304 Cliff Sharp?
SQPC.COM
3072 Vernon Buerg
TY.COM
1408 David Cline
LIBRARY UTILITIES:
ARC430.COM*LU86.EXE*
LUE210.COM*
LUTI93.COM*
LUUl67.COM*
LUDl06.COM*
LUX12.COM*

30976
24320
2782
2047
2033
2038
1658

Sys.Enchancement Ass.
Paul J. Homchick
VemonBuerg
Vernon Buerg
VemonBuerg
VemonBuerg
VemonBuerg

nLE CONVERSION UTILITIES:
CLEAN. COM
3584 ?
CVTBIN.EXE
1664 ?
HC.COM
3712 Marty Smith
SM.COM4992 Realia Inc
UNWS.EXE
2758 ?
SYSTEM UTILITIES:
CPU. COM
FF.COM
LF.COM
SEARCH. COM
TJETllO.COM

640
128
128
3712
1024

?
?
?
Arborsoft Systems, Inc
?

MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES:
CISllO.COM
2944 CompuServe & Bill Crow
DECIHEX.COM
384 ?
HPLOGO.COM
3456 ?
SIGNAL. COM
128 ?
WAIT. COM
384 ?
1-2-3 UTILITIES
DECODE.EXE

34944 ?

IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMNOVICE
IBMSIG
IBMNOVICE
INTEREX
IBMNOVICE
IBMNOVICE

HP
IBMSIG
HP
HP
INTEREX
HP
INTEREX
IBMNOVICE
INTEREX
HP
Yellow Rose BBS
HP

HP
HP
IBMNOVICE

HP
HP
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG

HP
HP
HP
HP
INTEREX

IBMSIG
IBMSIG
IBMSIG
HP
HP

HP
INTEREX
HP
IBMSIG
IBMNOVICE

1-2-3SIG

Joins two files around a vertical axis
Capitalizes words in a file using one of three sets of rules
Splits large file into smaller ones according to file's byte size
Searches a file for a specified data string
Counts the number of lines in a file
Searches a file for a specified data string
Appends a CTRL-Z to the end of an input stream
Splits large file into smaller files based on number of lines
Selects columns of data from input file
Coverts characters in a f"lle to different characters

Changes a file's attributes (read only, archive, system, hidden)
Comprehensive 'disk management utility
Changes the time-date stamp of a file
Changes volume name of a disk
'\.
Moves file from one redirectory to another without copying
Renames subdirectory
Sorted directory listing
Restores a deleted file
File deletion program that requires "y" verification for deletion
Comprehensive filemanagement program
Searches all subdirectories of current disk for specified fIle(s)
Directory command that shows system and hidden files

File expansion (unsqueeze) utility
File compression (squeeze) utility
File expansion (unsqueeze) utility

Comprehensive file archive (library) utility
Comprehensive file library utility
Extracts files from library
Directories library file
Creates and adds to library file
Deletes file from library
Runs program contained in library file

Strips high bits and control codes from a text file
Converts ASCII protocol downloaded CompuServe files to binary
Converts files to and from hex format
Converts .EXE files to .COM files
Removes high order bits form WordStar file

Calculates CPU clock speed
Sends form feed to printer
Sends line feed to printer
Works like MSDOS path command but for data files too
ThinkJet printer setup utility

Communications programs supporting CompuServe A protocol
Converts decimal number to hex
Displays HP logo
Halts execution of batch m.e until key is pressed
Halts execution of batch file until set time

More than you ever wanted to know about a 1-2-3 worksheet

* Number in file name indicates version of program (eg. ARC430.COM is ARC.COM Version 4.30)

** Where Thomas Page acquired program. All but Yellow Rose BBS, are CompuServe Forums
- Question has been raised about whether it is really public domain
JULY / AUGUST 1986
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TRANSLIT can be used to convert the left parenthesis to
a minus sign. Trailing minus signs are more difficult to handle but there is a solution. Use TRIM to carve out a column
of numbers and then use TRIM to carve out a column one
character wide that contains the minus signs.
ADDCOL is a utility that will join two files on a vertical axis. Use ADDCOL to join the files created by TRIM,
placing the sign file on the left. Finally, use TRANSLIT to
delete any spaces between the sign and numbers. This is a
somewhat complicated procedure, but it works.
Beware of the letter "I ". Many hard core typists insist
on using lower case ''I's'' for ones. If data you are importing into 1-2-3 was prepared on a word processor, be sure
that ones are numerals and not ''I's''. If ''I's'' were
substituted for ones, use TRANS LIT to convert the ''I's'' to
ones.
Since 1-2-3 and Memomaker, as well as many other
programs, are limited in the number of lines that they can
handle, SEPARATE is another useful program. This utility
breaks long files into a series of shorter files. CHOP is
another utility that can be used to break files into smaller
pieces, but I especially like SEPARATE since it breaks the
files into a specified number of Hnes. CHOP is size oriented
rather than line oriented. LC,' Line Count, counts the
number of lines in a file. LC can be used to determine if
SEPARATE is required.
There are several programs for searching text files to
find selected data strings. Among these are the MS-DOS
filter, FIND, and a number of programs are modeled after
the UNIX program, GREP. My favorite of these programs
is MGREP.
Although I am sure it is the solution to someone's problem, I have never had the occasion to use CAPITAL, a program that capitalizes the words in a file using one of three
standard routines for capitalization; capitalize first word in
a sentence (text mode), capitalize all words (name mode),
or capitalize in accordance with rules for titles (title
mode). CAPITAL is somewhat unusual in that it operates
as either a command or a filter depending on what
arguments are used.
Because public domain utilities were generally
developed one at a time by different people to solve a
specific problem, the command structure may vary
significanqy from program to program. Another reason for
variation in command structure is patterning of programs
on UNIX utilities and using UNIX rather tha\l MS-DOS
command structures. This is simply an anndyance not a
problem. The utility is, after all, the solution to the problem. Another annoyance is that while some utilities demand that the input file end with a control-Z, others do
not send a control-Z at the end of a file.
See page 4, The Portable Paper issue 2 for a DOS trick
for adding a control-Z. Another solution to the lack of an
EOF (End Of File) problem is a filter program called
MARKEOF.
FILE UTILITIES II
Available on 5 1,4 " disk are File Utilities II, a collection of
powerful UNIX style text management utilities distributed
by Solution Systems, 335 Washington St., Norwell, MA
02061. (Telephone: 800-821-2492) Included are a version
of TRANS LIT called REARRANG that can be used like
TRIM but is even more powerful; SELECT, which can be
24
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used to select lines from a file based on various criteria;
SEARCH and REPLACE, which are used to find a string of
text or to find and replace a string of text. Extensive sample data and examples are also included. The examples included show that these programs are capable of
maintaining a fairly sophisticated customer data base.
At $65.00 the price is a bit high; however, you get a
consistent command structure and perhaps a solution to
a difficult problem. REPLACE is a workable substitute for
the search and replace function that was not included as
a part of Memomaker. My chief criticism of these programs
is that they are larger (about 11K) than I think is necessary
and not as fast as I would like them to be. But they are better programs than I can write.
If you need to import data into 1-2-3 that has trailing
minus signs, the REARRANG utility may be worth the
price of the entire set of File Utilities II. One pass through
REARRANG can carve out a column of numbers and move
trailing minus signs to lead the values. It will still be
necessary to run the output through TRANS LIT to delete
spaces between the sign and the values and to delete any
commas that may be in the numbers.

Disk Management Utilities
Disk management utilities are a valuable addition to one's
library. Among my favorites are: DlRALL, which lists all
the files and directories on a disk, and XDIR, which works
like the directory command but will show hidden and
system files. Try XDIR on either Portable's B drive. There
are several hidden files there. CHANGE can be used to
change hidden files to visible and vice versa. Of course,
CHANGE won't work on the B drive since ROM based B
drive software cannot be altered in any way.
LABEL is used to change the volume name of a disk.
This is a most useful utility since I almost never label a disk
when I format it. I normally format several disks at a time
and I therefore seldom know what a specific disk will be
used for. FDATE is used to change the time-date stamp on
a file. The most common reason for needing to change the
date of a file is transferring files between computers.
Neither the ASCII data capture or Xmodem protocols provided by the Portable's Terminal program provide a means
to transmit a file's time-date stamp.
RENDIR, Rename Directory, changes names of directories in a manner similar to the DOS command. REN
changes names of files. VDEL is useful for those people
who do not have the courage to type DEL *.*. VDEL works
like the DEL (delete) command except that it requires you
to verify each file that should be deleted by responding
with a "Y". Rather than piping directories through the
DOS filter, SORT, using a sorted directory program is a better way to get a sorted directory listing. SDL30 (SDL Version 3.0) is the best sorted directory program I have found
for the Portable.
A very workable disk indexing system can be created
with SDL and MGREP. If its ITF option is used, SDL will
produce a complete disk directory. Redirect th e output of
SDL to a file, store the directories of various disks on a
directory disk, and use MGREP to search the directories for
the needed file or files. Alternatively, the MS-DOS utility,
FIND, can be used to search the directory files, and the
DOS DIR command could be used to create the directory
files. However, the DOS DIR would have to be done on
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each subdirectory on a disk.
WHERE will search all the directories of the current
drive for a specified file or files. It supports the "*,, and
"?" wildcards. If you use as many subdirectories as I do,
you must have lost a file at some time or another. And if
you have a computer with a hard disk, WHERE is an absolute necessity.
To quickly transfer a file from one directory to
another on the same disk, use MOVE. MOVE does not copy
the file between directories-it just updates the disk's
directories to show the file in a new directory.
UNDELETE is a utility for restoring a deleted file that
was published by PC Magazine in the April 2, 1985 edition. This program will restore a deleted file on the Portable's external disk but it will not work on the RAM drive.
Neither will it work on fixed disks. If the file is sufficiently scrambled on a disk, UNDELETE may not be successful.
It has, however, worked every time I have tried it on a floppy disk.
CWEEP and WASH, two comprehensive disk management utilities are conceptually better than the Portable's
File Manager but unfortunately neither program handles
subdirectories. CWEEP is very large program (26.5K).
WASH does almost as powerful as CWEEP, but is
significantly smaller. However, it changes a file's time-date
stamp during copy operations-an unforgivable sin. Even
though these programs attempt to simplify disk management, neither program provides a function not provided
by DOS. Until I discovered WASH's fatal flaw, I was quite

happily using it to manage files on my disks.
One of the most touted utilities for the Portable is
PACK, which is used to reorganize data on the A drive to
insure that maximum memory is made available for program use. See page 13 in issue 2 of The Portable Paper for
an explanation.

The Norton Utilities
The Norton Utilities, Version 3.1, runs on the HPllO and
PLUS. These are a collection of utilities described in great
detail in issue 2 of The Portable Paper, page 16. These collections of utilities include the "legendary" UnErase program that can save deleted or trashed files off either your
A drive or ex~rnal disk. Several of the Norton Utilities are
duplicated' by public domain programs, but there are
enough other programs included to justify purchase. My
favorite of the Norton Utilities is DS, Directory ~ort. This
utility physically sorts a disk's directory adding order to
the mess that DOS makes with directory maintenance. In
addition to sorting by filename, this program offers options to sort by extension to the filename, date, time, or file
size. Subscribers to The Portable Paper can purchase them
from Personalized Software for $89.95, -PO. Box 869,
Fairfield, fA 52556, (515) 472-6330. (See coupon at the
end of this issue.) Personalized Software includes an additional 3 1/2" disk containing The Norton Utilities and
VDEL, MOVE, and RENDIR described above along with
PC, a program that allows The Norton Utilities and a
number of other programs to run on the HP150.

HP PORTABLE RELATED PRODlICT

THE HP9114
EMPOWERER
If you've been frustrated trying to use your
HP9114 external disk drive only to have the
battery quit before you've finished your
work, then you know the problem. Now
you need the solution.

THE PROBLEM:
The charge on your HP9114 battery doesn't
last long enough for you to do all you'd like
to. For that matter, in some cases it doesn't
last long enough to do half of what you'd
like to.
According to Hewlett-Packard, you get up
to 40 minutes of continuous usage before
the battery dies. We've never gotten more
than 20. Just formatting disks, transferring
files or running disk intensive software and
getting it to work can be a major triumph.
Plugging in the HP9114 doesn't help,
either. That only recharges the battery-it
doesn't let you keep working.

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION:
The official HP suggestion is to buy another
battery pack and keep both plugged in.
When one loses power, replace it with the
other. This seems clumsy to us. What if you
want to do several hours of disk intensive
work? At Personalized Software we have a
better solution-2, in fact. Either will solve
the problem.
SOLUTION 1: This is a special power supply. It will allow your HP9114 disk drive to
run forever. Just remove the battery pack,
plug Solution 1 into the open slot and into
your wall outlet. It's that easy! And let's
you run your HP9114 to your hearts con·
tent. It costs $129 if you're a Portable Paper
subscriber, $145 if you're not. SOLUTION 2:
A power supply and battery pack. Solution
2 includes Solution 1 and a modified HP
battery pack you can substitute for yours.

Our special battery pack lets your Portable
run directly off your wall outlet. You can
plug in the regular HP charger at the same
time, so your battery pack always stays
completely charged. Solution 2 sells for
$199 to Portable Paper subscribers, otherwise it's $225. Both solutions are custommade. Both solve the HP9114 battery problem. And both will let you finish your work.

From Personalized Software
To order, use the postage-paid form at the
back of this issue. Or call (515) 472-6330 to
place your order now.
MasterCard and VISA accepted.
Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.
Prices do not include shipping.

How many times have you wished you had a 2nd external disk drive!
Personalized Software is selling (for a limited time) complete HP9114A units including power supply at a substantial discount. Call
.
515/472-6330 for details.
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Squeeze Or Compression Utilities
There are a number of utilities that are used to reduce the
size of (squeeze) files. Most of the utilities use the Huffman
coding technique for data compression and are simply improvements of earlier versions. SQPC is the current standard file squeezer and NUSQ is the standard unsqueezer.
(This standard is being replaced by ARC.) My preferred unsqueezer is TY. I like TY because it is very compact and
will send the unsqueezed file either to the display or to the
disk. The fact that squeezed files usually occupy less disk
space than unsqueezed files is an obvious advantage of
these utilities. Because of the overhead associated with the
squeeze operation, squeezed small files may be larger than
the unsqueezed file. Also, squeezed program files may be
larger than the unsqueezed file. My experience indicates
that standard ASCII text files an be expected to squeeze
about 5<yand worksheet files will compress to about 2/3 of
the original size.
Another obvious advantage of squeezed files is in data
communication. Small files transmit faster that large files.
An additional advantage occurs if the aforementioned
squeeze and unsqueeze programs are used-the original
file's time-date stamp is presetved since it is recorded in the
header information of the squeezed file. (The Xmodem
[modem7] file transfer protocol used on the HPllO does
not transmit the original file time-date stamp.)

Library Utilities
Library utilities are programs that combine a series of files

into one large file. LUS6 is pretty much the standard program for creating and managing Novosielski libraries. My
preference for library utilities is Vernon Berg's series of
library utility programs (see above chart) because these
programs provide all the capabilities of Lus6 yet require
less total disk space. They are faster, and I only have to have
available those commands I will be using. An extra added
value of LUE, the extraction utility, is that compressed files
are expanded on extraction.
ARC (archive utility) is gaining wide acceptance,
especially in the HP world. There are many programs
available on Compuserve's HP Forum that are in archives
created by ARC. It uses a different technique for "librarying" files than the LU programs, but its greatest claim to
fame is that it analyzes each file prior to placing it in the
archive. And using one of four data compression techniques, it stores each file in the most compact form possible.
This process unfortunately carries a considerable cost: the
program is big and slow. It also hogs disk space by creating
backup files. This is a luxury that cannot be afforded on
the Portable's 156K RAM disk and archiving files on the external disk is an occupation in itself.
Because MS-DOS provides subdirectories for combining related files, I don't find much use for either LU or ARC
for day-to-day file management. I do, however, use the LU
programs often as an aid in data communication. It is
much less hassle to send one large file rather many smaller
files. Therefore, if I need to transmit data to a remote computer, I combine all the files to be transmitted into a library

HP PORTABLE RELATED PRODUCT

13L.IJE IJl-liJl ~[]MIlLJTEI15Y5TEM5
17958 Ventura Blvd. Encino, CA 818-996-3132
9701 West Pica Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 213-553-3393

r/in-

Authorized Dealer
List

HP-91148
HP-22258
HP-92261 L
HP-922618

NEW HP-IL DISK DRIVE 795.00
THINKJET PRINTER
495.00
THINKJe:T PAPER
29.00
THINKJET PRINTHEADS
99.50
(Box of Ten Cartridges)

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD
Special

636.00
396.00
19.95
79.50

CALCULATOR SPECIAL!
Model

HP-11C
HP-12C
HP-15C
HP-16C
HP-41CV
HP-41CX
HP-71B

List

56.00
99.00
99.00
120.00
175.00
249.00
525.00

Special!

48.00
80.00
80.00
89.00
135.00
190.00
394.00

Our Ad was designed using "Desktop Publisher" by Lexisoft on an HP LaserJet Plus.
This Word Processing and Page Composition program is now available at Blue Chip.
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file. This method also preserves the original time-date
stamp of the files since this data is carried in the library
directory.
Files can, of course, be squeezed before librarying. Or
they can be libraried and the whole library squeezed.
There are nominal advantages to each method. Since the
latter method requires only one squeeze header, it generally produces a smaller file for transmission; however, the
entire library must be unsqueezed before files can be extracted. The former method produces a somewhat larger
file but it is usable as received.

File Conversion Utilities
Five file conversion utilities were furnished with
1-2-3.These programs convert .wks (worksheet) files to
.DIF (data interchange format) and .DBF (dBase II) files, as
well a converting .vC (VisaCalc), .DIF, and .DBF files to
.WKS files. The 1-2-3 manual describes how to use the
1-2-3 file translation program to make these conversions.
However, each of these programs can be run directly form
the DOS prompt without loading the 1-2-3 translation program. For instructions on running these program, simply
type the program name at the DOS prompt. There are
some errors in the instructions, but they are adequate to
get you started. If you want a hard copy of the instructions,
redirect the output to a disk file (e.g., TYPE
DIFWKS > DIFWKS.PRN). This technique will provide
directions for using many utilities-try it if you don't have
a doc file for a program.
UNWS and CLEAN convert files created by the WordStar word processing program to ASCII files that can be
loaded in 1-2-3, MemoMaker, and many other programs.
If you are confronted by a garbage-filled file created on any
wordprocessor, try running it through these programs.
Even if you achieve only a partial conversion, you have
more than when you started.
He converts files to and from hex format. Sometimes
programs found on CompuServe and other bulletin boards
are stored in hex format. These programs can be
downloaded using simple ASCII data capture protocol. HC
is then used to convert back to binary format. Another use
of HC is simply to play around with a file. For example, I
created a 1-2-3 worksheet with an "N.' in each cell Al
through A256. I saved the worksheet and used HC to convert the resulting file to hex format. I then loaded the hex
file into Memomaker and changed each successive -II (the
hex value of A) to 00 through FE I then saved the file and
used HC to convert it from hex to WKS format. When
loaded into 1-2-3 the result is a worksheet displaying all
256 characters that 1-2-3 can potentially display. Many of
these characters cannot be entered from the keyboard. If
you want to try this drill, it is not necessary to enter hex
21 through 7E since these are the standard ASCII printing
characters. What you do with this worksheet is up to your
imagination. Possibilities include sending control codes
and escape sequences to your printer and creating text
graphics displays.
If you use CompuServe you can probably find a use
for CVTBIN. If ASCn protocol is selected for downloading
a binary file (e.g., a program file, a worksheet, or a library
file). CompuServe converts the file to a weird hex format

for transmission. This is actually a last resort method to
download a file, but it may be necessary from time to time
since CompuServe's implementation of Xmodem is not
especially successful. Delays in data transmission resulting
from time sharing on both the host computer and in the
packet-switched data transmission network more often
than not cause Xmodem file transfers to abort. This program can be downloaded from CompuServe but you may
have to stay up late to do it since there are fewer delays
when fewer people are using the system.
Spacemaker, SM, is a file conversion utility that Portable users should dearly love. It converts .EXE files to
.COM files and often reduces the size of the program
significantly. Converted programs should load and run
more quickly EXE2BIN, a part of the Programmer's
Toolkit available from HP, will convert too. EXE2BIN, a
part of tshe Prperhapsmer's Toolkit available frdm HP will
t you have this utility, you may want to try it too. I have
found only one EXE file that Spacemaker would not convert and no EXE files that EXE2BIN would convert.

System Utilities
There are a number of programs that assist with system
operations or that provide interesting information about
the system. CPU checks the computer's clock speed. This
program is of minimal value but the results are interesting.
The Portable has a clock speed of 5.43 MHz compared to
the IBM-Pe's speed of 4.77 MHz. FF and LF respectively
send a form feed and a line feed to the printer. These two
small (128 byte) programs are the slickest way to advance
the paper in the printer. I always have them on my A drive.
TJETllO is a small program for sending setup strings to the
ThinkJet printer. OFF will turn the Portable's display OFF
from the DOS prompt.
One of the more interesting utilities that I have not
found a use for is SEARCH. SEARCH is best described as an
enhanced path command in that it tells the computer what
path to "SEARCH" for data files as well as program files.
The DOS path command only works for program files,
that is, files with COM, EXE and BAT extensions. One
possible use of this program is to help a program locate its
help files, but I don't run any software on my Portable that
requires this assistance.

1-2-3 Utilities
As far as 1-2-3 worksheets go, ]-2-3 is 1-2-3, and any
worksheet will run on any computer that runs 1-2-3 jf it
has sufficient memory. Listing of neat spreadsheet
templates is beyond the scope of this article.
Several utilities have been written for the IBM-PC to
assist in preparing data for import into 1-2-3. These programs, of course, will not run on the Portable. However, I
do not consider this much of a loss since I believe the procedures outlined in the section on Text Management
Utilities are superior to any program that I have seen that
is specifically designed to prepare data for import into
1-2-3.
There is one 1-2-3 related utility that will run on the
Portable. It is DECODE and it will tell you more about a
1-2-3 worksheet than you eyer wanted to knmv. If you
JULY! AUGl'ST 1'.>86
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should decide to DECODE a worksheet, DECODE a small
worksheet first.

y

y

Miscellaneous Utilities
If you ever need to convert a decimal number to hexidecimal, you will like DECIHEX. (If it would just go the

other way too!) HPLOGO causes the Portable to display the
HP logo. FDUMP displays a file in hex format as well a
showing printable ASCII characters. It can be useful for
trouble shooting a file. Use of this program helped me
discover the problem of "l"'s discussed earlier. BEEP,
SIGNAL, and WAIT are generally used in batch files to
respectively signal the operator that a job is finished, to
pause execution of a batch operation until the operator
strikes, or to delay execution of a batch file until some
preset time.
CISllO is an extremely simple terminal program for
the Portable that supports the CompuServe "A" protocol.
Unfortunately this program does not support the Portable's
internal modem, but if you have available an external
modem, using ''p,:' protocol to download files from CompuServe beats struggling with Xmodem. To operate this
program you must first enter the Portable's Datacommunication Configuration menu and select RS-232 as the
serial port, 8 bits serial word length, and no parity.

A Word Of Warning
I definitely encourage you to search for new programs for
our Portables, but be sure that any data stored on the A
drive is backed up before running an untried program. I
have had several programs crash my E-disk, and yes, I have
lost files because I didn't back them up. The usual occurrence is that the program attempting to be run will hang
the machine, making a reboot necessary. Upon reboot a
gigantic warning message appears in the upper left hand
corner of the screen indicating that the data on the A drive
has been compromised and that you can press the obfl key
to reformat the drive or press any other key to continue
without reformatting. Among the programs that have
given me a problem was at least one documentation file
with an .EXE extension.
There are programs that will totally scramble the Portable's RAM, but I don't know of any program that is
capable of doing physical damage.

Conclusion
My program library includes about 200 utility programs for
the Portable. In this article I have attempted to call your attention to the best of these programs and to make suggestions for their use. However, even with this number of programs there are a few utilities missing that I would like to
have. These include a very small print buffer and a utility to
redirect the output of a program that would normally go to
the printer to a file. And of course I would like to have a
smaller faster version of each of the programs discussed
here. Maybe one of these days I will become proficient
enough at programming to build the programs I want. Until
that day comes I will keep trying other peoples' solutions.
[Ed-These and a number of other utilities will be
available to all The Portable Paper subscribers for a
nominal fee in August.]
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Using Electronic Information Services
Communication Basics
By Hal Goldstein

When I was working at Hewlett Packard dealing with HP
customers on the phone, I found that several "cookbook"
fundamentals solved about 85 to 90% of the printer problems that the callers had. These fundamentals are similar
to those which solve problems involved with data communications.
Data communication devices (modems) and some
printers require a serial connection. Unfortunately, it is not
as straightforward to make a serial connection as, for example, it is to make an HP-IL connection between the Portable and the ThinkJet or a disk drive.
Both ends of a serial (RS-232) connnection must agree
beforehand on such variables as speed of transmission and
the form of each character sent. This agreement is
necessary if a computer is to communicate successfully in
a serial fashion with a printer or another computer.
Furthermore, serial cables, unlike HP-IL cables, are not
uniform-they can be wired differently.
For example, your Portable probably requires differently
wired serial cables for a printer and for an external
modem.
Once you make sure that both ends of a serial connection follow the same rules as to how data is to be sent, and
that the cable is correct, most printer problems are taken
care of. Similarly, most data communication problems
have to do with a lack of agreement as to the form and
speed of data transmission. The software that you use is an
added variable and can also cause problems, but when you
are trouble-shooting, it is a good idea to begin by checking agreement.
Let us look at what variables must be in agreement for
successful data transmission between computers. It is not
necessary for you to understand the meaning of these
variables to communicate successfully-it is only
necessary that they agree at both ends. First of all, both
ends must agree to the speed of transmission of the data,
measured as BAUD rate. The HPllO built-in modem is
limited to 300 BAUD, while the PLUS can use its ROMbased modem at up to 1200 BAUD. The HPllO, if it is attached serially to an external modem, can also communicate at higher speeds. What is important is that both
ends of the communication session agree in advance about
the BAUD rate.
Both ends must also agree on the form of a character.
Data sent serially is sent one bit at a time. In general, 8 bits
make a byte, or one character (letter, number, space, punctuation, etc.). There are 256 possible 8-bit, I-byte patterns.
The most common mapping of the first 128 patterns of
bits to characters is known as ASCII codes. For example, m
is ASCII 109,7 is ASCII 55, a blank space is ASCII 32, and
the ESC character is ASCII 27.
Those 128 ASCII codes take up only 7 of the 8 bits in
a byte. The eighth bit is sometimes used for parity, that is,
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a double check to see that the previous 7 bits were correctly sent. With some parity schemes the eighth bit is
either even or odd, depending on whether the sum of
the other seven bits is even or odd. Both computers must
agree as to whether seven bits are sent with EVEN, ODD,
ZERO, or ONE parity, or whether eight bits are sent with
NO parity.
Furthermore, there are extra bits at the beginning and
ending of each character, and these are known as start and
stop bits. Usually, there is one start bit and one or two stop
bits.
Another variable that should agree on both ends is
whether XON/XOFF transmission is on. If you are receving data from another terminal and XON/XOFF is on,
pressing CTRL s will temporarily stop the transmission
and CTRL q will restart it.
There are other variables like FULL vs HALF duplex,
ECHO ON vs OFF. In general, if you don't know what is on
the other end, use the defaults in your communication
software. Again, the most important thing is for you to
match what is on the other end.
If you are making the connection to a public bulletin
board or some other service for the first time, and you
don't know the requirements of the other side, the following is a good first guess: BAUD: 300 or 1200, Bits: 8, Parity:
NONE, Stop Bits: 1, Start Bits: 1, XON/XOFF: ON.
So far we have discussed the transmission of normal
(7-bit) text files such as MemoMaker (ASCII) files or LOTUS
PRN files. However, if you were to transmit 8-bit files such
as LOTUS worksheet (WKS) files, PLUS document
MemoMaker files, or program files, you would need a
more sophisticated transferring scheme. To transfer 8-bit
files on the Plus, you will need to buy a more sophisticated
communications package than that which is built-in
(TERM). On the HPllO, with its built-in Terminal, you are
limited to a rather universal scheme called XMODEM. Most
communications packages, bulletin boards, and services
can do XMODEM transfer.
Without going into detail, XMODEM (protocols on on
the HPllO) has its own sets of rules as to how the 8-bit
characters are transferred back and forth. Furthermore, it
has more rigorous data checking to make sure that data is
transmitted correctly, since a single incorrect bit could
destroy the integrety of the entire file.

Classified ads are $.50 per word plus optional $5 for bold headline (maximum
30 characters). Ads must be received by
the 13th ofevery other month beginning
January.
Editor/PC
A great line-oriented text editor for your
110, 150 & IBM PC's. Only $35 plus $1.00
sth. Call or write for info. Ph.D., PO Box
5009, Los Alamitos, Ca., 90721-5009.
Call (213) 430-5855

There is a rich world of public bulletin boards and
paid electronic services to explore. In addition, the communcations facility on The Portables allows you to travel
and to send reports, memos, or spreadsheets back to the
office. Entering this world unfortunately requires time, patience, and often money. Like most everything else with
microcomputers, data communication will become easier
and less expensive as time goes on. You have to decide
when it is worth your while to take the plunge.

Information Services
COMPUSERVE
CompuServe offers a full range of on-line services including eloctronic mail, business and financial information, scie'nce forums, electronic banking, travel services,
and special interest group forums including a~ HP forum.
There is an initial $39.95 fee to purchase a starter kit
($35.95 from Personalized Software) and a $6 to S25 per
hour charge depending on baud rate, time of day, means
of access (e.g. Telenet). Contact: CompuServe, 5000
Arlington Centre, Box 20212, Columbus, OH 43220,
(800) 848-8199.
DIALOG
Dialog makes available approximately 200 data bases
focusing mostly on bibliographic, directory, and statistical
information. Fees vary for data base. Contact: Dialog,
3460 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304, (800)227-1927.
DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL SERVICE
This service has 38 financial and news data bases for
business people. There is a $75 initial fee, S12 annual fee,
and a $1.80/minute 1200 baud fee. Contact: D]NRS, Po.
Box 300, Princeton, N] 08540, (800) 257-5114
EASYLINK
This is Western Union's electronic mail system. Contact: EasyLink, Western Union, One Lake St., Upper Saddle River, N] 07548 (201) 825-5000
MCI MAIL
This is the most popular of the public electronic mail
systems. Users of this service can send hard-copy mail
which is delivered the next day for a nominal fee. Contact:
MC1 Communications Corp., 1133 19th St. NW,
WaShington DC 20036, (800) 621-6245.

We'll Sell Your Software
We'll manufacture, market, and distribute
your high-quality Portable software including Lotus templates. Hal Goldstein.
Personalized Software, POB 869, Fairfield,IA 52556. 515-472-6330.
30 Asst Basic Programs 19.95
Graphics-Label-Games-HomeBusiness. Less than $1.00 a piece. Easy to
use. $19.95 plus $3.00 S&H. F&M ENTERPRISES 2796E 3600N Layton, UT 84041
HPll0 With Case/Documentation
110 With Case after 6 P.M. EST
703-960-6436.
We Convert Disks
We will convert your 5 V. " disks to 3 Y2 "

or yice yersa. Send us formatted disk and
source disk. 59.50 per source disk. Add
54 for second day deliyery. Personalized
Software, PO. Box 869, Fairfield, Iowa
52556, (515) 472-6330
Sell Me Your HP9114
I'll buy your used HP9114 if it is in excellent condition. Hal Goldstein, P.O. Box
869, Fairfield, IA 52556,515-472-6330.
CORPORATE USERS
Corporate users, let us send a Portable
Paper to all of your company's Portable users. Contact us for special corporate rates.
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NEWSNET
This system contains over 300 newsletters organized
into 32 different categories. There is no start-up fee, but
there is an hourly charge, as well as a $15 monthly fee.
Contact: NewsNet, 945 Haverford Rd., Bryn Mawr, R4
19010, (800) 345-1301.
THE SOURCE
Akin to CompuServe, The Source offers electronic
mail, business and national news, investment information,
weather, sports, and bulletin boards. There is a $100 startup fee and an hourly charge. Contact: Source Telecomputing Corp., 1616 Anderson Rd., McLean, VA 22102,
(800) 336-3300.

Making The Connection
J.D. Fleming of Atlanta has used TeIenet to connect the
HPllO to a variety of information services. Telenet is an
umbrella network that allows easy access to a number of
subscription services. Most major and medium-sized cities
Service

AutoLogon

have Telenet nodes with local phone numbers that allow
you to hook up to any of a variety of services.
J.D. made several points important to HPllO Terminal
users. First, "with regard to MCI, the secret for some
unknown reason appears to be using half duplex." Secondly, J.D. writes, "for uploading via Telenet, the transmission
buffer must be expanded in order to avoid character loss
or device errors. Before uploading, enter @ and press
Return, enter DTAPE and press Return. Then upload as
usual. After the text is sent enter @ and press Return, then
press the Break Stop key. Then enter the send signal (usually .send)."
The chart below is a summary of J.D. Fleming's successes and contains the HPllO Terminal settings for the
various connections. PLUS users can easily adapt these
findings to their communication software. In each logon
string ID stands for the user identification number and PW
stands for Password. Naturally, you must substitute your
local (TeIenet) phone number for the service.

Phone
Number
ABANET W2EWIE{ ; }Wl"Dl"E{ @}Wl"C 201 444"E{ > }Wl"ID PW"E
5230834
CIS
W2E{ e:} Wl"CIS"E{ D:} Wl"ID"E{ rd:} "PW"E
2378113
DIALOG W2EWIE{ ; }Wl"Dl"E{ @ }WI"C 415 20"E {B) Wl"PW"E
5230834
W2EWIE{; }Wl"Dl"E{@}Wl"C41548K"E{R:}Wl"ID"E{SS}"PW"E
5230834
KIX
LEXIS
W2EWIE{; }Wl"Dl"E{@}Wl"C 51330"E{) }Wl".VTlOO"E{y}Wl"PW"E 5230834
W5EW2E{ e:} Wl"ID/HALF"E{ rd:} Wl"PW"E
MCI
5777363
SOURCE W2EWIE{; }Wl"DI"E{@}Wl"C30124"E{> }WI"ID"E{rd}"PW"E
5230834

Hand
Shake
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Parity Baud
Rate
Even 300
Even 300
Even 300
Even 300
Even 300
Even 300
Even 300

Xmit
Pacing

Recv
Pacing

XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF

XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF
XON/XOFF

Data EOC Parity
Bits Seq Check
Off
7
CR
7
CR
Off
7
CR
Off
7 CR
Off
7
CR
Off
7
Off
CR
7
Off
CR

Echo
Off
Off
Off
On
On
On
Off

Through the Looking Glass
By Ed Keefe
Like many of you, I am a relative new-comer to the world
of computer communications. Rather than add my confusion to this forum, I am going to share with you some of
my latestfindings about the portable computer industry.
VENI, VIDI, VICI. .
Let me paraphrase the above words of Julfus Caesar this
way: the IBM Convertible has come to town, I have seen it,
and it did not conquer my interest.
The Convertible is the name given to IBM's entry into
the laphe1d computer market. I saw the Convertible for the
first time on April 7 at the local PC Users' Group.
Before our meeting got underway, an IBM salesper
son placed the Convertible on a table in front of 80 or more
PC users and invited them to come forward and examine it.
I was amazed at the lack of enthusiasm. Three people came
forward. The rest of the group returned to their conversations.
You probably have seen pictures of the computer and
have read about it. My own inspection revealed that the
Convertible is about twice as long and half as thick as the
HPllO. This means that owners would need a good sized
lap (or desk) to use it comfortably. I can't imagine holding
30
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it on my lap in a cramped airplane seat for very long. The
machine weighs 15 pounds.
The Convertible uses a thin, slide-out handle. This,
along with the 15 pound weight of the computer, would
make it an uncomfortable portable to carry.
When the computer's lid is opened, two 3.5 inch disk
drives pop up at an angle. This makes the machine look
segmented, accordion-like and fragile. The display sits on
a center hinge which also contributes to the overall appearance of fragility.
The display is LCD, 25 lines of 80 characters, and does
seem to have more contrast than the HPllO's display. There
is no backlighting and no option for this. For those who
want better visibility, there will be a video interface for approximately $300. This interface will connect the computer
to a specially designed monitor. (Sorry, a standard monitor
will not work with the Convertible.) The video interface
will be ready in July when the Convertible becomes
available to the general public.
The computer comes bundled with PC-DOS 32 and
features CMOS circuitry like the HPllO. This means that you
could have a RAM disk like the HP portable's, but at the expense of using up most of the standard 256K of memory.
IBM encourages buyers to get the maximum
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amount of memory: 512K bytes. There are no provisions
for ROM firmware, nor any capability of having more than
512K bytes of memory.
At the current time, the only way to use IBM compatible software is to transfer it to 3.5 inch disks by connecting the Convertible to a desktop computer through a null
modem or through one of the communication ports. This
in itself presents a problem for new users: there is currently
no communication software on 3.5 inch disk. You need
such software to transfer programs and data between two
computers.
One question several peersons asked was whether the
Convertible is IBM-compatible. The short response by the
IBM representative was that it is the ONLY laptop that will
be IBM compatible. According to this one IBM representative, the company plans to discontinue using Microsoft's
Disk Operating System and to bring forth their own proprietary operating system sometime next year. The Convertible is currently not lO<ycompatible with the IBM-PC.
The ROM-BIOS, that part of the computer that gives it a
unique "personality," has been changed in the Convertible. Thus, Lotus 1-2-3 will have to be modified before it
will run on the Convertible.
The question remains: what kind of an impact will the
Convertible have on the lapheld computer market? There
are those who say that IBM's entry should legitimize the
use of other laptops. Perhaps this will happen. On the
other hand, IBM did not seem to legitimize the home
market with the PCjr nor did it eat into the transportable
market with its now discontinued PC-Portable.
Personally, I think the market for lapheld computers
will continue very much as it has. Those who really need
them will buy them. The rest of the user community will
invest in desktop models. A real breakthrough in the
popularity of lapheld computers may happen when they
support a color LCD display (these are already being produced) and when they are capable of running all the software currently available.
What may bode well for Portable Plus owners is IBM's
decision to break away from the MS/PC-DOS operating
system and start selling their own version of DOS. What is
currently the standard Operating System will become just
another option. I suspect that, when that happens, many
software companies who now write programs for the IBM
market will start converting their software to run on HP
and DEC and TI equipment. This can only make the Portable Plus a more usable piece of hardware.
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING
This past year has seen a surge of activity in
microcomputer training in colleges and universities. I'd
like to share with you some of my perceptions of this training and get your reactions to it.
Many of you will be in a position to hire people who
have experienced this training. You may even be thinking
of signing up for one of the microcomputer courses at
your local college or university. What will you most likely get for your time and money?
In spite of the efforts of Apple Computer to make inroads into the field of higher education, the IBM-PC reigns
supreme. Most colleges have adopted either the IBM-PC or
the Zenith microcomputer as the computer on which to
offer training. Your efforts at mastering the HPllO or Portable Plus would make any college microcomputer course

too simple for you.
Within college training courses, WordStar seems to be
the word processor of choice. I have previewed six new
texts for college courses in microcomputing in the past
two months. All of these texts feature WordStar 3.3. My
own textbook uses WordStar as a prime example of a word
processor. Good old WordStar, with all its shortcomings
and frustrations, is making a come-back among the new
generation of microcomputer users. If a person can master
this program, then any other word processor is a "piece of
cake" to learn.
Lotus 1-2-3 (version 2) is the predominant spreadsheet
program among educators and trainers. Superca1c-3 seems
to be another popular program. Many business schools are
now requi~irrg their students to know how to use such
spreadsheets and how to develop applications with them.
Among data-base management programs,,,,dBASE II
and III share the spotlight. Most textbooks will take the
learner through the initial stages of writing programs in
either of these two environments. Another popular program for record management is PC-File III.
For those college courses that have a component on
telecommunications, CrosSTalk is the program most often
used. Although, due to the cost of real-time telecommunications on Compuserve or the Source, most courses
offer only a simulation program of wide area networking.
As you and I both know, laptop computing shares a lot
in common with desktop microcomputing, but it has its
differences, e.g. connecting a laptop to a desktop for data
transfer. I am sorry to report that laptop computing
receives scant, if any, attention in such courses. Most of the
newer textbooks allude to laptop computing in passing.
One textbook, however, went so far as to feature a fourcolor picture of a laptop on its cover. The only problem
with the picture was that it was for the Gavilan laptop, a
computer that was widely advertised a couple of years ago
but which never made it to market.
That picture, however, highlights the basic shortcoming of most college courseS in microcomputing. The field
of microcomputing changes too quickly. Operating
systems change every couple of years. Newer versions of
programs reach the market before there is time to put
together a good training module for its predecessor. As a
result, college courses in microcomputing tend not to be
state of the art. In acknowledgment of this fact, I have
chosen to label my own microcomputer training course
"Classical Microcomputing."
For those of you who have thought about taking a
course in programming, you should be aware that this
year has also seen the rapid growth of Turbo Pascal as
the programming language of choice for microcomputer
users. More and more colleges and universities are switching to Turbo Pascal as an alternative to BASIC. Textbook
publishers are hurriedly rewriting many of their Pascal
books to reflect this current shift in programming environments.
What Else Is New For the HPllO and Portable Plus?
In the race between the U.S. and Japan to create a
"fifth-generation" computer, one that will exhibit artificial
intelligence, the language to be used is PROLOG (Programming in Logic).
There is now a public domain version of PROLOG
that will run on the HPllO and Portable Plus. It is not as
powerful as the version recently brought to market by
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Borland International, but it does work on the HP110. For
those who would like to try their mind at something new
and different, I would recommend getting a copy of this
public-domain "intelligent data base."
A CLOSING TIP
For those of you who like to mess with DOS, here's a neat
little trick that is not mentioned in the HP Users' Manual.
It will save you a couple of keystrokes and will help in using the 9114 disk drive.
Use Memomaker to type in the following three lines of
secret code.

COMSPEC =B:\BIN\COMMANncOM
PATH=A:\;B:\BIN;B:\;C:\
PROMPT =
$d$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$t$h$h$h$h$h$h [$p]: $s
When you have typed in the three lines, exactly as
shown, save them by pressing the FILE SAVE key [f2] and
give the file the name A:PAM.ENV Now exit from
MemoMaker and re-boot the computer by pressing the
three keys [CTRL] [Shift] [Break]. This is the critical step that
does the trick.

flO

W1Z

by The Wizard, Cliff Looyenga

Writing Your Own TERMINAL Emulator
If you want to write a "TERMINAL" program for your
HP110, there are a few things specific to the HP110 that you
will need to know how to do. (Unless otherwise mentioned, everything in this article also applies to The Portable
PLUS). Some of these specifics are:
-To be able to read and write characters from your ports.
-To be able to scan the keyboard to see any characters that
have been typed.
With these elements you can write your own terminal
emulator. For example, listed below is the main part of a terminal program I wrote using routines that do the above
elements.

{ a basic terminal emulator . ........ by Cliff Looyenga }
Program.termj
type str255 = string[255]j
var handle, err, numchars : integerj
'"
datain : str255j
keyin : bytej
{$i ioutil.pas }
Begin
Handle: = fopen('AUX',2,err)j { open the output port }
numchars: = a~ioctl
('COjMljP4jSBEjSL7jSSOjSWOj',handle,false)j
{config port}
repeat
Numchars: = a~ioctl(chr($BF),handle,true)j
{ see if any incoming chars }
if numchars< >0 then begin
{ some characters ready to come in }
datain: = fread(handle,numchars,err);
{ read data out of hardware buffer }
write(datain)j { display the data }
endj
keyin: = geLcharj { scan keyboards type ahead
buffer for a character }
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ifkeyin< >0 then a~out(keyin)j
{ if a character send it to host }
until kevin = ord(' _ ');

{ key to end the terminal program }
fclose(handle);
end.
As you can tell, I actually opened the port with an
MSDOS function call as opposed to just doing
READ(AUX,CHAR). The reason for this is that a
READ(AUX,CHAR) will cause your program to hang until a
character comes in. (It works fine on the PLUS but slow).
The function a~octl calls the MSDOS function 10 control. This function allows you to talk directly with the
HP110's communication hardware (called a UART). As you
can tell from the call to configure the port, there are a
number of commands that you can send to the hardware.
There are too many commands to list here, but they are
listed in the system reference manual that is in the programmer's tool kit. You can use the global configuration from
PAM to set the configuration for your terminal emulator.
There is one command, though, that I will talk a little
about: the command to check how many characters are in
the receive buffer, which can hold a maximum of 255
characters. To use this command, you must write a BF to
the hardware using the MSDOS 10 control function, and
then read one byte back the same way. This byte will tell
how many characters are in the receive buffer.
The routine geLchar will call the MSDOS function
direct console I/O (function 6). This will return a character
out of the type-ahead buffer if a character is available. The
zero flag will be set if a character was available. Below I've
listed all the routines necessary for this simple terminal
emulator.
type str80 = string[80];
regpac = record
ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flags : integerj
endj

{*************************************}
{** This routine will write command to aux ioctl.
}
{
If GeLresp is true then
}
{** then a read of 1 byte will be made after command }
{** is sent.
}
{*************************************}

Function A~octl(Cmnd :Str80jAuxjandle: Integerj
GeLresp: Boolean):bytej
Var Response: bytej
Register: regpaCj
Resp : Integer;
Begin
{********* Send ioctl command to host ********* }
Response: = OJ
With Register do begin
ax : = $4403; { write bytes to io control channel }
bx:= ~andlej
cx : = Length(Cmnd)j
dx : = Ofs(Cmnd) + 1;
ds : = Seg(Cmnd)j
endj
Msdos(Register);
{************* Check for error *************}
If (register.flags and I) =1 then writeln
('IOCNTRL error #',register.ax)
{********** get return byte if necc **********}
Else if GeLresp then begin
With Register do begin
ax: = $4402j {read bytes from io control channel
bx: =~andle;
cx:=lj
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dx: = Ofs(Response)j
ds: = Seg(response)j
endj
Msdos(register)j
endj
Aux_ioctl: = responsej
endj
{.PA}
{*************************************}
{ This function will open the specified flle. The value
{returned is the handle. Error will have an error
}
{ number. The error and access are the values specified}
{ for MSDOS function 3n
}
{*************************************}
Function Fopen
(fname:str80j access: integerjvar Error:integer):Integerj
Var register: regpaCj
file~ame: str80j
Begin
Error:=Oj
Fopen:=Oj
File~ame: = Fname + chr(O)j
With register do begin
ax:=$3dOOj
ax: = ax or lo(access)j
dx: = Ofs(flle~ame) + Ij
ds: = seg(flle~ame)j
endj
msdos(register)j
With register do begin
If (flags and I) = I then Error: = ax
else Fopen: = aXj
endj
endj
{.PA}
{******* This routine closes a flle handle *******}
Procedure Fclose(fhandle: integer)j
var register: regpaCj
begin
With register do begin
ax:=$3EOOj
bx: = fhandlej
endj
msdos(register)j
endj
{.PA}
{ This function will return NUM bytes from the aux port}
Function Fread
(handle: integerjNum:bytejVar Err: integer):str255j
Var register: regpaCj
Injuff : Str255j
begin
Err:=Oj
With register do begin
ax:=$3FOOj
bx: = handlej
cx:=numj
dx: = ofs(In---.buff) + Ij
ds: = seg(In---.buff)j
endj
msdos(register)j
With register do begin { check for error }
if (flags and I) = I then err: = aXj
{ return error number }
In---.buff[O): = Chr(ax + I)j
endj
Fread: = In---.buffj
endj
{.PA}
{ This function will return a character out of the
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Now use your HP Portable
for confidential documents!

~

PIIVATE FILE
scrambles your documents
so only you can read them.

Change this:
Bill: 25% price increase next month.
".
1b This:
*«HOJoi&>G"'#@<),+v- Kz"{ jOlq?\;&'
Private File lets you encode the confidential files you
choose-letters, documents, spreadsheets and pr<'grams.
Once scrambled, only you know the password to decode it!
SPECIAL FEATURES include: • More than 450 billion possible passwords! • Encodes letters, spreadsheets, programsany kind of document! • Scrambled file takes exact same disk
space as original .• Easy to use! • Documents can be scrambled several times for added security! • Runs on any MS-DOS
machine with 96K memory. • Takes less than 20K on disk.

Only $39.95*
$34.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
IS-day no-risk trial: If, after 15 days you are dissatisfied with
this product for any reason, you may return it for a full refund.
Available from Personalized Software-use the convenient
postage-paid coupon at the back of this issue. Or call (515)
472-6330 to order yours today. MasterCard or VISA welcome.
~ 'Plus shipping. See coupon in back of issue for free shipping offer.

A

{ type-ahead buffer if there is a character there. If not, }
{ then returns O.**************************}
Function Get_char:bytej
Var register: regpaCj
Begin
With register do begin
ax:=$0600j
Dx:=$OOFFj
endj
MSDOS(Register)j
With register do begin
If (flags and $40) = 0 then Get_char: = Lo(ax)
else Get_char: = OJ
endj
endj
{.PA}
{*** This routine will output I char to aux port ***}
Procedure Aux_out(Out_char : byte)j
Var register: regpaCj
begin
With register do begin
ax:=$0400j
dx: = Out_charj
endj
MSDOS(register)j
endj
Cliff Looyenga prol1ides technical support for HP PC's
and HP3000s, and in those circles he is knoll'n as "The
Wizard': He has del1eloped a number of Portable and
Portable PLUS utilities. You can reach Cliff, l'ia CompuSerl'e, ID.· '75106,2130.
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PrinterTalk takes up
39K disk space.

Shorter 25K version,
sufficIent for most

PrinterTalk

applications included
on PrinterTalk disk.

The MelJ10Maker
Enhancer
It does the things you wish
MemoMaker could do!

MemOMaker users: Now you can take advantage of all your printer's features, not just bold and
underline. PrinterTalk Version 1.2A, an easy-to-use
software package from Personalized Software, prints
your MemoMaker files, allowing you to:
• Change attributes (type styles) anywhere within the
files you printBold, underline, italic, compressed, expanded
(whatever your printer, supports)
• Control numerous print functions, including:
-number of copies
-lines per inch
-lines per page
-spacing (including double, triple, quadruple)
-automatic page numbering
• Avoid paper waste by preventing annoying form feeds
• Use your HPllO as an electronic typewriter
-PrintetTalk connects your keyboard directly to your
printer
-Great for labels, envelopes, short notes, any small
typing task
• Perform advanced features supported by your
printer, such as superscripting and subscripting.
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR PRINTER
PrintetTalk stores the "escape sequences" (command
codes) that tell your HP printer how to perform attributes and print functions. Escape sequences are already
built into PrinterTalk for ThinkJet, LaserJet (and cartridges), and other HP printers, and yO'U can easily
customize PrinterTalk for any other printer as well.

SINGLE-KEY OPERATION
Instead of a hard-to-use, intricate series of control
codes, a single labelled function key sends commands
to your printer. Simple "help" screens in plain English
tell you what to do, and all commands are summarized
on a single sheet of paper for ready reference. The user
manual is clear and concise, and includes easy-tofollow examples of all commands.

Use you printer's full potential!
Order PrinterTalk Version 1.2A today!

$49.95 including manual
$44.95 for Portable Paper subscribers
FREE UPDATE: If you already have version 1.2 or
earlier, send it to us with a self-addressed stamped
envelope (or send us $7.50), and we'll replace it with
version 1.2A (20% less disk space than 1.2).

15-daynorlsktri31:
if,aft~r· J5 .days,

yO\1

are dissatiSfied with

Ptiutcrralkforanyreasou.simply retur.{l it

a:ndwe'Utefg:Ud your money,
To order, send postage-paid coupon enclosed in
this issue, or send check or credit card number to:
Personalized Softvvare
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 (515) 472-6330

PrinterTalk owners - get Format110 for only $19.95*
Special low Price:
BOTH PROGRAMS now ONLY $59.95'LA $90 VALUE!
Format110 lets you format headers, footers, and page numbers - all centered, left or right
justified; chain or merge documents; and preview your document on screen. Format110
also lets you send your document to your disk file or printer and compensates for
"widow and orphan" lines. Disk includes the manual and Turbo Pascal source code.
Format11O usually sells for $39.95, now with Printenalk it's only $59.95.* Order both
today and get all the text formatting and printing control you need. To order, use the
convenient postage-paid coupon at the back of this issue. Or call (515) 472-6330 with
MasterCard or VISA
*Format110 owners -

PrinterTalk for on

Buy Quality 3V2" Double Sided
Double Density Disks
For Your HP9114
From Personalized Software
Why pay HP $69 for 10 disks in a fancy shrinkwrapped box with lots of artwork? We sell you quality
Sony disks - without the boxes. We'll package your
disks in an ergonomically designed $4.95 library case
at no extra charge.
Portable Paper subscribers pay $39.95 for 10
unlabeled (you'll need to trust us) Sony disks, the
same disk that HP sells.*
To order from Personalized Software use convenient postage paid coupon at back of
this issue. Or call (515) 472-6330. MasterCard or
VISA welcome.
*Plq,s shipping. Lifetime-Warranty on each disk. If you
fi"d a bad disk, we'll send you back two good ones.
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Products that make HP Portables smarter
p.o. Box 869, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 515472-6330
Product

Retail

The Portable Paper 1

Subscriber
Discount

I Includes U.S. second class mailing.
For six yearly issues Canada, Mexico
add $3 surface mail, $6 air. Other
countries: $6 surface, $24 air.

9.20

Time Manager, Pack, HP Calculater 7

7.50

CompuServe Starter Kit

39.95

35.95

Formatll0 l

39.95

35.95

Norton Utilities 2

99.95

89.95

PrinterTalk 3

49.95

44.95

Private File

39.95

34.95

Printetralk/Formatll0 3

89.90

59.95

NEW

SideWinder 8

69.95

59.95

NEW

SideWinder + Utilities 8

79.95

69.95

TigerFox

32.95

29.95

Typing Whiz

49.95

39.95

WordPerfect (PLUS only, Disk- based)

495.00

339.00

Holiday/Norton 2.4

224.95

199.95

2!III

Holiday Pack 4

125.00

119.00

~
If)

Pascal Programs For Portable 5

49.95

44.95

iii

Turbo Pascal 4

69.95

65.95

Turbo Toolbox 4

54.95

51.95

Turbo Tutor 4

34.95

32.95

10 Unlabled 3.5" Sony DSIDD Disks + Library Case

64.90

39.95

HP9114 Empowerer (Power Supply)6

145.00

129.00

HP9114 Empowerer With Battery Pack 6

225.00

199.00

GI

c

.
2!

GI

Total

55.00

Back Issues (indicate numbers) 1
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NEW

HP9114 Empowerer With Used HP9114A 6.9

595.00

1. Edge, 20M Hard Disk, 5 Vi "Floppy, HPIL Card 6

2070.00

1995.00

CI

Leading Edge Dual Floppy, HP-IL Card 6

1670.00

1595.00

W
CI

Leading Edge 640K upgrade (from 256K)

195.00

150.00

99.95

99.95

274.00

249.00

GI

"
c
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III

GI
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VP Planner (For Leading Edge)
Installed Everex Internal Modem for 1.E.

.I

•

Iowa residents add 4 % tax.
Shipping and Handling add 54 for 1 item. 57 for Holiday Pack or more than one item. FREE SHIPPING FOR U.S.
ORDERS OVER S200. Non·North American orders, additonaI 53 surface mail, S \0 airma!. We bill or charge None .5. orders for the actual postage amount if it exceeds these shipping charges. (Holiday Pack costs about S2; overseas.)

Specify Disk Size 0 3 Y2" 0 5 I,4 "

TOTAL

FREE SHIPPING
FOR U.S. ORDERS OVER $200
Credit Card holders may order by calling
(515) 472-6330 Monday through Saturday or by
sending CompuServe EMAIL to ID 72257,714

2 Includes original 5 1/1 " disk as well
as 3 V," free disk containing Norton
Utilities, instructions for Portable
users, and several public domain
utilities including IBM emulator that
allows Norton Utilities to work on
HP150. If purchased Holiday Pack
from us, subscriber price is $84.95.
(Personalized Software is the
authorized distributor of the Norton
Utilities on 3 V, " disk).

3 Current owners of either Format1lO
or PrinterTalk may purchase the
other product for $19.95 until July
31,1986
4 Includes free disk containing HP
Portable/Portable Plus customized
Turbo Pascal along with Portable
graphic programs. Holiday Pack Of·
fers include Turbo Pascal, Turbo
Tutor, Turbo Toolbox. Offer good
through July 31, 1986 or as long as
Holiday Pack on Borland International's price list.

S $39.95 subscriber price if purchased any Turbo product from Per·
sonalized Software.
6

Allow 1 to 5 weeks for delivery.

7 Available only to subscribers. Includes shipping. Subscribers may obtain programs at no charge by
sending formatted disk with selfaddressed stamped envelope. Time
Manager & Pack work only on
HPII0, HP Calculator works only
on PLUS .

Available earliest, June 15. Utilities
include sideways character creation
utility and Etchasketch·type utility.

8

9 Offer good depending on the
availability ofHP9114A's.
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LEADING EDGE MODEL "0"
Configured Specifically for Your Portable
By Personalized Software

"Best BuyIBM Compatible
System"
'"
-Consumer Reports

'YBM PC Compatible with
twice the features at half
the cost."
-PC Week
The Leading Edge-the best IBM Compatible value available. Features include:
• Complete compatibility with all IBM software. • Highly rated Leading Edge word processing software, DOS and GW BASIC come
bundled in. • The Model "D" comes standard
with both Parallel and Serial ports.• 4.77 MHz
speed using same 8088 microprocessor as
IBM. • Socket for Intel 8087 Math Processor.
• Improved IBM keyboard with enlarged Shift
and Return keys. • Monochrome Monitor, Hercules Graphics emulation runs graphics software. • Extra expansion slots for add-on
features.• Easy set-up-Just plug it in and turn
it on!

Leading Edge
Back-up Support
• Each Model "D" comes with a full
15 month warranty on all parts and
labor. That's five times the industry
standard.
• Servicing Is available at any
leading Edge authOrized dealer.
• Leading Edge has a TolI·free
Technical Support Hot LIne If you ever
have a questlon or problem.

Get yours from Personalized Software and get
personal attention.
Personalized Software will take care of your
special needs. All our Leading Edge computers come with an HP-IL card installed and
tested, so you can transfer files from your Portable to your Leading Edge as easily as you
can transfer files to your HP9114 external drive.
Save Money.
Your Fbrtable Paper discounted cost for a
Leading Edge computer with HP-IL card installed: $1595, dual floppy system; $1995,20
megabyte hard disk. That's it, no hidden
charges. We pay shipping, and you pay no
tax (Iowans add 4%). That's considerably less
than you paid for your Portable system!
And save time, too.
Just fill out the coupon at the back of this issue
and send it to us with your check or credit
card. We'll send your Leading Edge computer
right to your door. (Please allow 1-5 weeks for
delivery.)

Personalized Software's
High Qualify, Low Cost Recommendation
• 20 Megabyte Hard Disk
with HP-IL card .................... $1995.00

': .. everything you could
want at a price that's
hard to beat. We
recommend it highly."
-lnfoWorld

f:\ stunningly good
value."
-Family Computing

'Yf you demand quality
but don't want to pay the
premium price IBM
demands for its name, the
leading Edge Model 'V"
is the machine for you."
-PC Magazine

f:\n Absolutely
phenomenal deal."
-PC Week

• VP Planner 1.1 ...................... $99.95

SPECIAL OPTION-TAKE NOTE!
VP Planner is a powerful spreadsheet that works just
like your Portable's lotus 1-2-3 Release 1A. VP Planner features: • lotus compatible at 1/5 the price!
• does not require translation when transferring files
back and forth to your Portable-lotus 2.0 does!
• Additional features not available in 1-2-3. • Only
$99.95!. We recommend VP Planner 1.1 asaneconomical alternative to lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0 when
you order your Leading Edge computer.

• 640K upgrade (from 2561<) ........... $150.00
• Everex 300/1200 Baud internal modem
(we'll install) with Bit Com software
and full year warranty ............... $249.00
• Tax (Iowans add 4%) ................. $00.00
• Shipping .......................... $00.00
• Complete System ................. $2493.95
P.S.

We sell almost all IBM PC software-call us!

Irom
Personalized
Software

HPII01HPI10 +

GioUPS
Thanks to so many of you who are
willing to help organize local users
groups. Users groups give an opportunity
to share tips, answer questions, discuss
other products, trade free software and
Lotus templates, and meet other professionals.
As you will notice some areas have
more than one contact person and some
major areas have none. If you are in a
"missing" area and would like to organize
a group, contact us. If your groups combine also tell us. We will publish this column each issue, keeping it up to date.
Write Local Users Groups, Box 869,

Fairfield, lA, 515-472-6330.

Indiana
Indianapolis NEW ENTRY
Call Bob Glass if interested in getting
together, 317-638-2326.

Iowa
Mid Iowa
Preferably on weekends, Thursday or Friday evenings. I headed a users group for
the HP41C and know what a good learning experience a users group can be. 314
SW Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed Keefe D:
515-964-6644 E: 515-964-7064.
Southeast Iowa
906 w. Briggs, Fairfield, IA 52556. Call
Hal Goldstein 515-472-6330.

Maine
Yarmouth
Every last Tue 6:30, US Route one, Yarmouth, ME 04096, 846-5497

North Carolina
Charlotte and surrounding area
If you are interested in developing a

California
Southern Cal(fornia
We meet 2nd Thur 7-9 at HP sales office,
5161 Lankershim Blvd, North Hollywood.
Request LA Scrug Notes Newsletter, Dave
Mark, 818-794-4969.
Los Angeles County, Southern Cal(fornia
Interested in forming HP110 local users
group. Call during day. Blue Chip Computer System. 9701 West Pico Blvd, Los
Angeles. Elmar M. Gomez 213-553-3393.
San Diego
Please contact me if interested in forming
users group.
Stephen L. Eyre. 454-0555.
San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties In San
Francisco Bay Area
Call if interested. Time and place to be arranged. Herbert L. Hamerslough. D:
415-340-8811. E: 415-323-9618.
Los Altos/Mountain View
609 Rosita Ave. Los Altos, CA 94022. 1st
Tue night, 8PM, monthly or bi-monthly.
Please, call to verify time and place and to
say, hello. Marge Sutton.
D: 415-949-0509. E: 415-948-0627.

Charlotte area HP-110 user group, please
call my phone answerer and leave your
name, phone number, address, and the
fact that you are interested in a 110 user
group. John Jacob, 704-334-3468.

Oregon
Salem
Call to verify time & place & say hello.
CompuServe ID 75066,1744 for electronic mail. Tom Cropper 503-390-1431.

Texas
Dallas/Ft. Worth Metroplex
2nd Thursday each month. Schedule and
location can change to accomodate
members. Optic-Electronic Corp, 11545
Pagemill Rd, Dallas, TX 75243
D. E. Pennington, D: 214-349-0190,
E: 214-331-4402.
Houston
Houston area users, please call and let me
know what interests you. I will arrange a
meeting as soon as I know what is needed. Our abilities are enhanced by sharing
resources. Thomas R. Page,
D: 713-759-4259, E: 713-528-7138.

Utah
Utah County
First Friday each month at Noon. Heritage
Halls Office, 825 East Heritage Drive, Provo. Call to verify time and place. Donna
Hoover, D: 378-4421, E: 375-4812.

Virginia
Central Virginia
Call to introduce self and confirm interest.
Steve Cochran. D: 804-528-8491,
E: 804-348-5289.

Washington
Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho,
Western Montana, and possibly Western
Washington until someone does it
Call or write to say hello and give input on
desired time and place. N. 16725 Suncrest
Dr, Nine Mile Falls, WA 99026. Bob Sandberg. 509-466-4999.
Eastern Washington
Every second Tuesday. Call ahead to confirm. E. 3703 33rd, Spokane. Stephen S.
Warner. D: 509-534-1588,
E: 509-535-3322.

Washington D.C.
Greater Washington D. C. Area
8:00 PM, Third Monday of Each Month,
Ballston Tower #1, 800 N. Quincy St.,
Room 519. Call to confirm and to say, Hi.
William F. Cross. D:202-696-4112,
E:703-845-9508.

Wisconsin
Racine NEW ENTRY
Write Tom Nelson, Racine Federated, Inc.o
..
2200 South St., Racine, WI 53404, or cal ,.
414-6770.

Australia
8 Avoca St, S. Yarra, Victoria, Australia.
Nigel S. Ball. 03-267-8344.

England
Trafalgar House, Grenville Place, Mill Hill,
London, NW7 3SA England. Tim Cullis.
(01) 959 4359.

Spain
Club de usarios HP 110, Pont Reyes S.A.,
Ala atencion de D. Enrique Serra, Ronda
Universidad, 15,08007, Espana.

'>

Colorado
Colorado Springs
Mission Research, 4935 N. 30th St., Colorado Springs, 7 PM, First Monday each
month. Call if plan to attend. Dan Ritt.
303-528-8080.
Denver
Call Bob Pressey, 303-777-0326

Georgia
Atlanta
Call Brian Walsh D:404-394-2500
E: 404-399-6842

Hawaii
Honolulu NEW ENTRY
Call Rodney Y. Fukuya if interested,
808-945-3111.
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